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This two-day conference will bring together academics,
government scientists and policymakers for an open and
collaborative discussion about how science and technology
can best inform environmental, food and rural policy.
Defra and the Royal Society aim to showcase the best in
both academic and government science, identify evidence
gaps and research priorities, and enrich the dialogue
between academic and policy communities. The conference
will cover a range of Defra’s areas of interest, including food
and farming, animal health, environmental quality, and the
provision of services from the natural environment.
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Conference Summary
This two-day conference will bring together academics, government scientists and policymakers for an
open and collaborative discussion about how science and technology can best inform environmental,
food and rural policy.
Defra and the Royal Society aim to showcase the best in both academic and government science,
identify evidence gaps and research priorities, and enrich the dialogue between academic and policy
communities. The conference will cover a range of Defra’s areas of interest, including food and farming,
animal health, environmental quality, and the provision of services from the natural environment.
The programme will include presentations showcasing the application of evidence across Defra’s areas
of interest, and panel discussions about the potential for scientific advances to identify and tackle policy
challenges. There will also be forward looking workshop sessions considering priorities and trade-offs
over the next 25 years, along with plenty of opportunities for networking. Sessions will be collaborative
and will encourage participants to explore ideas beyond their usual academic or policy interests.
Building on Defra’s science-driven approach, this presents an opportunity to develop excellence in the
application of evidence to policymaking, and identify lessons for other government departments.

General Information
Conference badges:
On registration you will have received a name badge with an allocated colour. The colour indicates your
area of expertise, and you may wish to use this to inform your networking with delegates with similar
(or perhaps very different) expertise.
Please return your badge at the end of the conference. If you are attending the Howard Dalton Lecture,
do not to forget to pick up your new badge for this event.
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Evaluation forms:
Within this conference pack you will find a conference evaluation form. This is to provide feedback for
Defra and the Royal Society on the success and impact of the conference. We strongly encourage you
to fill in and return the form to the registration desk when you leave.

Presentations:
The main conference sessions will be held in the Wellcome Trust Lecture Theatre on the ground floor.

Workshops (Wednesday 29 March 14:15 – 15:45 and Thursday 30 March
10:50 – 12:50):
Workshops will be held in the Wellcome Trust Lecture Theatre, the Conference Room and Wolfson Two
on the first floor. You will be allocated a table number for the workshops on the relevant day of the
conference. We also encourage you to have a mixture of Defra and independent academic expertise.

Breakfast panel discussion (optional):
The Climate and Resilience breakfast panel discussion will be held between 08:00-08:55 at the start of
the second day of the conference, in the Conference Room on the first floor. There will be a sign-up
sheet at the registration desk where you can register to attend. The capacity is 50 and breakfast is
provided for all attendees.

Lunch and refreshments:
Lunch and refreshments will be served in the City of London Rooms, adjacent to the Wellcome Trust
Lecture Theatre.

Posters:
Conference posters can be viewed in the Wolfson Suite on the first floor. This can be reached using the
main staircase by the registration desk, or by using the lifts opposite the registration desk, and following
signs to the Wolfson Suite. Tea and coffee will be available. You are encouraged to make time to view
the posters during coffee and lunch breaks.

Twitter:
Please feel free to tweet using our conference hashtag #Sci4Defra, and our relevant Twitter handles
@RoyalSociety, @DefraChiefScien and @Sci4Defra.

Questions:
Questions for the panel discussions and audience Q&As throughout the conference can be submitted
via twitter. Tweet the name of the session (e.g. Natural Environment, Food and Farming) and the
#Sci4Defra hashtag and the session chairs will select a few of those questions tweeted.
Questions can also be submitted on the poster boards located outside the Wellcome Trust Lecture
Theatre using the post-it notes provided.

Toilets:
Toilets are located in the basement, which can be reached using the main staircase by the registration
desk, or using the lifts opposite the registration desk.

Cloakroom:
A cloakroom for coats and bags is located on the basement floor, which can be reached using the main
staircase by the registration desk, or using the lifts opposite the registration desk. The cloakroom is not
staffed and items are left under your own responsibility.

Wi-Fi:
Wireless internet is provided within the building, and can be accessed using the following login details:
Username: rsnetwork
Password: Netwon+apple
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Fire Safety:
If the fire alarm sounds continuously, you must evacuate the building by the nearest available exit and
proceed to the Assembly Point. This is the Duke of York Steps, located to the right of the building as
you leave the main front door.
There is no fire alarm scheduled so if the alarm sounds please follow staff direction. Smoking is not
permitted anywhere on site and the smoke alarms are extremely sensitive.
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Science for Defra: excellence in the application
of evidence
Agenda
Day 1 – 29 March 2017
08:00 – 09:00

Registration

09:00 – 09:05

Royal Society Welcome
Wellcome Trust Lecture Theatre

09:05 – 09:15

Welcome and overview of Defra’s areas of research interest
Ian Boyd, Defra Chief Scientific Adviser
Wellcome Trust Lecture Theatre

09:15 – 09:35

Reflections on using evidence within Defra and scientific
engagement with government
Gemma Harper, Defra
Charles Godfray FRS, University of Oxford
Wellcome Trust Lecture Theatre

09:35 – 10:20

Evidence policy challenges and responses from senior scientists
Panel discussion
Chair:
 Ian Boyd CSA
Panel:
 Tim Hill, Natural England
 Susan Owens, University of Cambridge
 Doug Wilson, Environment Agency
 Martin Williams, King’s College London
 Sarah Church, Defra
 John Pickett FRS, Rothamsted Research
Wellcome Trust Lecture Theatre
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10:20 – 10:30

Defra Science Showcase Session 1: Future of Research and
Emerging Technology
Poster pitches
This session will explore the future direction of research and policy, and
the potential application of emerging technologies.
Chair: Sarah Whatmore, University of Oxford
 Six big questions for 21st century conservation science; Ruth
Waters, Natural England
 Monitor of engagement with the natural environment – supporting
delivery and policy for the new conservation agenda; Alison
Darlow and Hazel Thomas, Natural England
 Developing DNA based technologies for environmental
applications; Andy Nisbet, Natural England
 Genome sequence and genetic diversity of European ash trees;
Richard Buggs, Kew
 A complex pathology of acute oak decline is revealed using a
novel systems approach to investigation; Sandra Denman,
Forestry Commission, and James McDonald, University of Bangor
Wellcome Trust Lecture Theatre

10:30 – 11:00

Coffee, networking and poster viewing
Posters and Coffee: Wolfson Suite
Coffee: City of London Rooms

11:00 – 12:20

‘Anticipating the Role of Research in Future Food and Farming
Policy’
Panel discussion
Chair:
 Charles Godfray FRS, University of Oxford
Panel:
 Sarah Church, Defra
 Sarah Whatmore, University of Oxford
 Michael Winter, University of Exeter
 David Baulcombe FRS, University of Cambridge
Wellcome Trust Lecture Theatre
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12:20 – 12:40

Defra Science Showcase Session 2: Environmental Quality
Poster pitches
This session will demonstrate Defra science across a broad range of
environmental quality issues, in domains such as atmospheric, marine and
terrestrial quality.
Chair: Paul Monks, University of Leicester
 Evidence needs for decommissioning within MPAs; Becky Hitchin, JNCC
 Decision-making under uncertainty – advising on fishing opportunities in a
complex and uncertain world; Carl O’Brien, Cefas
 3D groundwater vulnerability and onshore oil and gas activities; Ian Davey,
Environment Agency
 Field scale modelling of agricultural nitrate losses to groundwater using the
Nitrate Leaching Tool; Natalie Phillips, Environment Agency
 Explaining the science behind environmental protection and fracking;
Alwyn Hart, Environment Agency
 How would Defra identify a pharmaceutical of environmental concern?
John Sumpter, Hazardous Substances Advisory Committee, Defra
 Particle pollution from wood burning in mainland UK; Anna Font, Kings
College London
 Applying recent scientific developments to improve regulation of metals in
water; Paul Whitehouse, Environment Agency
Wellcome Trust Lecture Theatre

12:40 – 13:25

Buffet lunch and poster viewing
City of London Rooms

13:25 – 14:15

Defra Science Showcase Session 3:
Presentations
The first section considers the implications of climate change and changing
working practices for environmental quality.
The second section explores the use of monitoring and management for the
Marine environment.
Climate Change and Environmental Quality
Chair: Louise Heathwaite, Lancaster University
 How may UK air quality by impacted by a new shale-gas industry?
Developing and applying evidence for a preliminary regional assessment;
Roger Timmis, Environment Agency
 Resilience of the natural environment: science to support climate change
adaptation; Mike Morecroft, Natural England
 Meeting the evidence challenge of the third UK Climate Change Risk
Assessment; Molly Anderson, Defra
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Marine
Chair: Tim Jickells, University of East Anglia
 The state of our seas: monitoring then, now and in the future; David
Righton, Cefas
 Marine protected areas and evidence needs: identification to management;
Beth Stoker, JNCC
 Delivering evidence in partnership with academia – experience from the
Marine Management Organisation; Adam Cook, MMO
Wellcome Trust Lecture Theatre
14:15 – 15:45

Food and Farming
Workshop
Led by Kieron Stanley, Defra and the Royal Society Futures Hub.
Wellcome Trust Lecture Theatre, Conference Room, Wolfson Two

15:45 – 16:00

Coffee, networking and poster viewing
Posters and Coffee: Wolfson Suite
Coffee: City of London Rooms

16:00 – 16:30

Defra Science Showcase Session 4: Animal Health and Food and Farming
Poster pitches and Presentations
This session includes presentations and shorter poster pitches of the Defra
science underpinning animal health and food and farming evidence. Topics will
include food authenticity and sustainability, disease diagnosis and control, and
pollinators, pollination and food production.
Chair: James Wood, University of Cambridge
Presentations
 Science into policy on a global scale: case study of the IPBES assessment
of pollinators, pollination and food production; Andy Stott, Defra
 Meeting the challenges of understanding TB dynamics in badgers and
cattle; Dez Delahay, APHA
 Food fraud: meat speciation and quantitation – a spotlight on Defra funded
science; Gavin Nixon, Defra
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Poster Pitches
 A new era in brucellosis diagnosis and control; John McGiven, APHA
 Gathering evidence to inform Salmonella control in pigs; Sarah Evans on
behalf of Richard Smith, APHA
 Molecular diagnosis in resource poor situations. A novel, rapid, disposable
device for point of decision testing; Andrew Soldan, APHA
 The UK Food Authenticity Programme; Sophie Rollinson, Defra
 Improving the sustainability and competitive position of the UK beef
industry through selective breeding; Kim Matthews, Defra
Wellcome Trust Lecture Theatre
16:30 – 16:45

Environmental Quality
Keynote
David Fowler FRS, CEH, Edinburgh
Wellcome Trust Lecture Theatre

16:45 – 17:30

Environmental Quality
Panel Discussion
Chair:
 David Fowler FRS, CEH, Edinburgh
Panel:
 Harriet Wallace, Defra
 Paul Monks, University of Leicester
 Stephen Holgate, University of Southampton
 Penny Johnes, University of Bristol
Wellcome Trust Lecture Theatre

17:30 – 17:45

Day 1 roundup
Ian Boyd CSA, Defra
Wellcome Trust Lecture Theatre

Howard Dalton Lecture
18:00 – 18:30

Drinks reception

18:30 – 20:30

Howard Dalton Lecture: ‘Foot and mouth, flooding and farmers.’
Professor Lord John Krebs, introduced by Minister George Eustice MP
Wellcome Trust Lecture Theatre

20:30 – 21:00

Drinks reception and close.
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Day 2 – 30 March 2017
08:00 – 09:00

Registration

08:00 – 08:55

Resilience and climate change breakfast (by sign up only)
Panel discussion
Chair:
 Pete Smith, University of Aberdeen
Panel:






Molly Anderson, Defra
Chris Thomas FRS, University of York
Chris Hope, University of Cambridge
Neil Adger, University of Exeter
Alyssa Gilbert, Imperial College London

Co-ordinated by: UK climate change risk assessment group
Conference Room
09:00 – 09:05

Introduction to day 2
Ian Boyd CSA, Defra
Wellcome Trust Lecture Theatre

09:05 – 09:20

Natural Environment
Keynote
Dame Georgina Mace FRS, University College London
Wellcome Trust Lecture Theatre

09:20 – 10:05

Natural Environment
Panel discussion
Chair:
 Dame Georgina Mace FRS, University College London
Panel:






Rob Bradburne, Defra
Claire Feniuk, RSPB
Maggie Gill, University of Aberdeen
Chris Thomas FRS, University of York
Ian Bateman, University of Exeter

Wellcome Trust Lecture Theatre
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10:05 – 10:20

Re-launch of the Science and Engineering Profession within Government
Keynote
Sir Mark Walport FRS, Government Chief Scientific Advisor
Wellcome Trust Lecture Theatre

10:20 – 10:35

Coffee and poster viewing
Posters and Coffee: Wolfson Suite
Coffee: City of London Rooms

10:35 – 12:05

Natural Environment
Workshop
Led by Andrew Stott, Defra and the Royal Society Futures Hub
Wellcome Trust Lecture Theatre, Conference Room, Wolfson Two

12:05 – 12:50

Buffet lunch and poster viewing
Lunch: City of London Rooms
Posters and Coffee: Wolfson Suite

12:50 – 13:10

Defra Science Showcase Session 5: Cross cutting research
Presentations
Defra Science Showcase Session 5, chaired by Wayne Powell, will present the
cross-cutting research undertaken by the Defra group.
Chair: Wayne Powell, Aberystwyth University
 Defra’s crop genetic improvement networks – engines of innovation and an
essential pre-breeding resource; Kim Hammond-Kosack, Rothamsted
Research, on behalf of Martin Cannell, Defra
 Integrated solutions for multiple benefits: developing the evidence base for
a sustainable Wales; Kathryn Monk, Natural Wales
 Rosewood – CITES and illegal timber trade; Noeleen Smyth, Kew
Wellcome Trust Lecture Theatre

13:10 – 13:35

Food and Farming
Keynote
Corinna Hawkes, City, University of London
Wellcome Trust Lecture Theatre
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13:35 – 14:00

Defra Science Showcase Session 6: Animal health and food and farming
Presentations
Defra Science Showcase Session 6, chaired by James Wood, will explore the
future for animal health research and food and farming with three presentations
from across the Defra group.
Chair: James Wood, University of Cambridge
 New paradigms to solve the aquaculture disease crisis – a key focus for
aquatic food security; Grant Stentiford, Cefas
 Molecular characterisation of colistin resistance in bacteria isolated from
food animals; Muna Anjum, APHA
 More surveillance for less – how post genomic technologies can improve
our ability to deliver effective biosecurity; Neil Boonham and Rick
Mumford, Fera
Wellcome Trust Lecture Theatre

14:00 – 14:50

Data and Emerging Technology
Panel discussion
Chair:
 Sir Martin Sweeting FRS, University of Surrey
Panel:
 Sue Black, University College London
 David Askew, Natural England
 Mark Maslin, University College London
Wellcome Trust Lecture Theatre

14:50 – 15:00

Wrap-up, Next Steps and Conference Close
Clare Moriarty, Defra
Wellcome Trust Lecture Theatre
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Session Overviews and Speaker Biographies
Conference Open and Welcome from the Royal Society
Dr Julie Maxton
Dr Julie Maxton is the Executive Director of the Royal Society, the first
woman in 350 years to hold the post. Before taking up her position at the
Royal Society in 2011 Julie was Registrar at the University of Oxford, the
first woman in 550 years in the role.
She is an Honorary Fellow of University College Oxford, a Bencher of the
Middle Temple, a Freeman of the Goldsmith’s Company, and a Board
member of Engineering UK, the Charities Aid Foundation, Haberdasher
Aske’s School and of the International Advisory Board of the Blavatnik
School of Governance at Oxford University.
Originally trained as a barrister at the Middle Temple, Julie combined a
career as a practising lawyer with that of an academic, holding a number
of senior academic positions, including those of Deputy Vice Chancellor,
Professor and Dean of the Faculty of Law at the University of Auckland, New Zealand. She is the author
of numerous articles concerned with trusts, equity, commercial and property law.

Welcome and overview of Defra’s areas of research interest
Ian Boyd will highlight the aims of the conference, give an overview of Defra’s recently published Areas
of Research Interest and outline Defra’s Evidence Plans.

Professor Ian L Boyd FSB, FSRE
Professor Boyd is the Chief Scientific Adviser to the UK Government on
Food and Environment. In the past he has been Director of the Scottish
Oceans Institute at the University of St Andrews and the Sea Mammal
Research Unit, a partner institute of the Natural Environment Research
Council since 2001. He is also currently an adviser to the Principal’s
Office at the University of St Andrews focussing upon commercialisation
and knowledge exchange. He is on the Board of Reviewing Editors of
Science and is a former Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of Zoology. He
was responsible for creating several companies that are owned by the
University of St Andrews and these now have international subsidiaries
in the USA, Canada and Hong Kong.
He has BSc and DSc degrees from the University of Aberdeen, a PhD
from Cambridge University and has received prizes for his research
including the Scientific Medal of the Zoological Society of London and
the Bruce Medal for Polar Science from the Royal Society of Edinburgh. He is also a Fellow of the Royal
Society of Edinburgh and of the Society of Biology.
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Reflections on using evidence and engagement with government
In this keynote Gemma Harper and Charles Godfray FRS will reflect upon how evidence is used in
Defra and in Government and explore how external scientists can best engage with policy and Defra.
Gemma Harper will focus on how Defra currently uses evidence and the complexities of the
interdisciplinary challenges Defra faces. From her own experience, she will talk about how evidence
has been used effectively to underpin policy and the lessons learned when this is tested.
Charles Godfray will explore how the external scientific community can engage with Defra and develop
this relationship with policy. From his own experience, he will discuss the nature of this partnership and
the potential cultural differences.

Dr Gemma Harper
Dr Gemma Harper is Deputy Director for Marine Policy and Evidence,
the UK Commissioner to the International Whaling Commission and
Chief Social Scientist in the Department for Environment, Food and
Rural Affairs (Defra). She is responsible for delivering the UK
Government’s vision of ‘clean, healthy, safe, productive and biologically
diverse oceans and seas’. She is also responsible for ensuring social
science – which aims to put people at the heart of Defra’s policy making
– is of high quality and underpins strategy, policy and delivery.
Gemma studied social psychology at London School of Economics and
Political Science. During her post-doctoral research in the Department
of Agricultural and Food Economics, University of Reading, she
contributed to a range of national and international research projects.
After eight years in criminal justice research at the Home Office and the
Ministry of Justice, Gemma joined Defra in 2010. At Defra she led
Strategic Evidence and Analysis, followed by the Strategy Unit, Animal and Plant Health Evidence and
Analysis, and Plants, Bees and Seeds policy and evidence.
Gemma is a member of the Government Social Research Leadership Board, the Cross Government
Evaluation Group, the Social Research Association Strategy Group and the Public Policy Committee of
the British Academy. She is currently a Policy Fellow at the Centre for Science and Policy, University
of Cambridge. Gemma leads the secretariat for Defra’s Social Science Expert Group (SSEG) and coauthored with SSEG members an article on judging research quality to support evidence-informed
environmental policy.

Professor Charles Godfray CBE, FRS
Charles Godfray is a population biologist with broad interests in
science and the interplay of science and policy. He has spent his
career at Oxford University and Imperial College and is currently Hope
Professor of Entomology and Director of the Oxford Martin
Programme on the Future of Food at Oxford. His research involves
experimental and theoretical studies in population and community
ecology, epidemiology and evolutionary biology. The two main
current projects in his laboratory involve experimental studies of the
interactions between aphids and their food plants, natural enemies
and symbionts, and the control of malaria vectoring mosquitoes using
novel genetic interventions. He is particularly interested in food
security and chaired the Lead Expert Group of the UK Government
Office of Science’s Foresight project on the Future of Food and
Farming and is currently chair of Defra’s Science Advisory Council.
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Panel Discussion: Outline of policy challenges and scientific responses
This panel discussion, chaired by Ian Boyd, Defra CSA, will bring together Defra evidence and policy
leads and independent academics to discuss the greatest challenges and what we can do about them,
in three themes; Natural Environment, Environmental Quality, and Food and Farming.

Dr Tim Hill
Tim has worked for Natural England, its predecessor English Nature and
the Joint Nature Conservation Committee for over 20 years in various
management and specialist roles. Roles have covered marine ecology,
marine and terrestrial nature conversation, protected areas designation,
management and regulation, and access. Tim has a PhD in Marine
Ecology (University of Liverpool) and a joint honours degree in Marine
Biology and Zoology (University College North Wales). Tim has been a
member of Natural England’s leadership team since March 2008, with
former roles including Director Regulatory Services and Access and
Director of Evidence. Tim has been Natural England’s Chief Scientist
since 2011.

Professor Susan Owens OBE, FBA
Susan Owens is Emeritus Professor of Environment and Policy,
University of Cambridge and Fellow Emerita of Newnham College. She
has researched and published widely in the field of environmental
governance, with particular interests in science–policy interactions and
the role of evidence and advice in policy formation and change. Her
most recent book, Knowledge, Policy, and Expertise: The UK Royal
Commission on Environmental Pollution 1970-2011 (OUP, 2015)
addresses key contemporary questions about expertise and
governance through the lens of a long-standing advisory body and its
impacts on policy in the UK and beyond. She has also worked
extensively on interpretations of sustainable development in theory and
practice, particularly in the contexts of land use and environmental
planning. A second edition of her book with Richard Cowell, Land and
Limits: Interpreting Sustainability in the Planning Process (Routledge)
was published in 2011.
Professor Owens chairs the Stockholm Environment Institute’s Science Advisory Council and is a
member of Defra’s Hazardous Substances Advisory Committee. She is also a co-opted member of the
Social Science Expert Group of the Defra Science Advisory Council. Previously, she has served on the
Research Committee of ESRC, the Council of the Royal Geographical Society, the Science Policy
Advisory Group of the Royal Society and the Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution. She was
appointed OBE in 1998 and elected a Fellow of the British Academy in 2011. She holds Honorary
Doctorates from the Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm (2012) and the University of East Anglia
(2015).
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Dr Doug Wilson
Doug leads on scientific research, environmental monitoring and
producing evaluations based on this information. He is the business lead
for SAGE (Scientific Advisory Group in Emergencies) which is
responsible for providing important information and scientific advice to
the Government during incidents. Doug also led on the Environment
Agency’s scientific input to the National Flood Resilience Review
following the December 2015 floods.
Before joining the Environment Agency in 1999 he worked in the water
industry for Southern Water and Thames Water, planning and managing
water resources. He is Chair of the UK Environmental Observation
Framework, which draws together public sector monitoring activities
across the UK. Doug also chairs UKTAG which provides technical
advice on implementation of the Water Framework Directive.
Doug has a PhD in river pollution incident modelling, with research interests in pollution dispersion,
environmental water needs and the application of the precautionary principle in environmental
management. He is an Honorary Professor at Nottingham Trent University.

Professor Martin Williams
Martin Williams is a Professor of air quality at King’s College, London,
UK. His research includes an assessment of the effects of scenarios to
mitigate climate change on air quality and public health, urban air quality,
exposure assessment and the health effects of air pollution. Until 2010
he was Head of the Air Quality policy programme in Defra with
responsibility for air quality policy, industrial pollution control and
research. He recently stood down as Chairman of the Executive Body
of the UN Convention on Long Range Transboundary Air Pollution
(CLRTAP). He is a member of Defra’s Air Quality Expert Group and chair
of Defra’s Air Quality Modelling Steering Group and co-Chair of the World
Health Organisation Air Quality Guidelines Development Group. He has
acted as an advisor to the USEPA, the Health Effects Institute, and the
European Commission.

Mrs Sarah Church
Sarah has worked in Defra since 2002, having previously worked in the
Cabinet Office, No 10 Policy Unit and Welsh Office. In Defra she has
had roles on rural policy, EU & International policy (for the G8 and EU
Presidencies), exotic animal diseases and worked in the Food Policy
Unit from 2009 – 2012, primarily on Food Security and Sustainability
issues. She then spent 2 years working within Defra’s Commercial
Directorate supporting the CAP Delivery Programme, and as Head of
Defra’s Estate. In 2014 she became Director for Food and
Environmental Risk, covering food policy, chemicals, pesticides and
Flood Re. From 2015 she took on responsibility for food & farming
policy, including the Government’s 25 year plan for food &
farming. From January this year her role will focus exclusively on
farming policy – in particular the Common Agricultural Policy, EU Exit
and what future agriculture policy should look like after we exit the EU.
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Professor John Pickett CBE, FRS
Having received his BSc Honours chemistry in 1967 and PhD, in organic
chemistry synthesis in 1971 from the University of Surrey, John
completed his training in organic chemistry with a postdoctoral
fellowship at the University of Manchester (then UMIST) 1970/1972. He
joined the Brewing Industry Research Institute in 1972 studying the
chemistry of malt and hops for new brewing processes. In 1976 he
joined the Insecticides and Fungicides Department (later the
Department of Biological Chemistry) and was appointed Head of
Department in 1984 and, concurrently in 2007, Scientific Director of the
Rothamsted Centre for Sustainable Pest and Disease Management. In
2010, he relinquished these positions on being awarded the first Michael
Elliott Distinguished Research Fellowship at Rothamsted. As well as
fulfilling this prestigious new role, he continues to contribute to the
Chemical Ecology programme and is still very much involved with
research activities in the UK and around the world. He has over 530 publications and patents. John’s
contributions to the field of chemical ecology have been acknowledged with the 1995 Rank Prize for
Nutrition and Crop Husbandry, election to Fellowship of the Royal Society in 1996, Member of the
Deutsche Akademie der Naturforscher Leopoldina, 2001,
International Society of Chemical Ecology Medal 2002, appointment to CBE for services to Biological
Chemistry in 2004, and the Wolf Foundation Prize in Agriculture in 2008, among many other
international measures of esteem. He also presented, in 2008, the Royal Society’s premier lecture in
the biological sciences, The Croonian Prize Lecture, and the Cornell University Lecture in 2009. He
was awarded the International Congress of Entomology Certificate of Distinction, presented at the XXIV
International Congress of Entomology in Daegu, Korea. In June 2014 he became President of the Royal
Entomological Society and in April 2014 he was elected Foreign Associate of the National Academy of
Sciences (US).

Panel Discussion: Anticipating the Role of Research in Future Food and
Farming Policy
This Food and Farming panel discussion, chaired by Charles Godfray, will highlight areas of research
critical to food and farming policy. The panel discussion will recognise potential opportunities and
obstacles in the future for research and unpack how research and policy may shape each other.

Professor Charles Godfray CBE, FRS
(see Reflections on using evidence session, above)

Mrs Sarah Church
(see Outline of policy challenges session, above)
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Professor Sarah Whatmore FBA FAcSS
Sarah Whatmore is Professor of Environment and Public Policy at the
University of Oxford and currently serving as PVC (Education). She is
an elected Fellow of the British Academy and the Academy of Social
Sciences, a member of Defra's Science Advisory Council (and Chair of
its Social Science Expert Group) and of the Board of the Parliamentary
Office of Science and Technology. Her research addresses the
relationship between science and democracy and is concerned
particularly with the nature and role of expert knowledge in the
management of environmental resources and risks. Much of her work
has involved the design and conduct of interdisciplinary research
collaborations with natural scientists and concerned citizens to better
understand the ways in which expertise informs policy-making, the
conditions in which it is liable to spark public controversy and the
opportunities for improving public engagement in environmental science and governance.

Professor Michael Winter OBE
Michael Winter OBE is Professor of Land Economy & Society in the
Department of Politics at the University of Exeter where he has worked
since 20012. Prior to that he held positions at the University of
Gloucestershire, the Royal Agricultural College and the University of
Bath. He has a degree in Rural Environmental Studies (Wye 1977) and
a PhD in Sociology (Open 1986). His current research focuses on the
governance of sustainable agro-food systems and food security; the
historical and contemporary sociology of agriculture; & farmer
environmental attitudes and decision-making. He leads Project 2 of
Defra’s Sustainable Intensification Research Platform and is a Co-I on
Defra’s Demonstration Test Catchment Programme. He is on the coordinating group of NERCs’ Valuing Nature Programme. He is a
member of the board of Natural England and its Science Advisory
Committee.
He chairs the UNESCO North Devon Biosphere
Partnership. He is a board member of Rothamsted Research. Previous appointments include: Visiting
Programme Director in Food Security at Wilton Park (Foreign Office); chair of the Uplands Alliance;
membership of Defra’s Panel of Agricultural & Environmental Economists, the National Ecosystem
Assessment Expert Panel, and DEFRA’s Science Advisory Council. He was a Commissioner for the
Commission for Rural Communities from its inception in 2006 until its abolition in 2013. In 2000, he was
a member of the Committee of Inquiry into Hunting with Dogs in England and Wales chaired by Lord
Burns. In 2008-09 he vice-chaired an inquiry into the future of the uplands.
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Professor David Baulcombe FRS, FMedSci
David Baulcombe was a student in Botany at Leeds (BSc) and
Edinburgh (PhD) Universities. After periods in Montreal, the University
of Georgia and the Cambridge Plant Breeding Institute he spent 20
years at the Sainsbury Laboratory, Norwich. He joined Cambridge
University in 2007 as Royal Society Research Professor and now as
Regius Professor of Botany. David is a Fellow of the Royal Society and
a foreign associate member of the US National Academy of Sciences.
His awards include the 2006 Royal Medal of the Royal Society, the 2008
Lasker Award for basic biomedical sciences, the Wolf Prize for
Agriculture in 2010 and the 2012 Balzan Prize. He was knighted in June
2009. David’s research interests involve plants and he focuses on gene
silencing and epigenetics – the science of how nurture can influence
nature. His discoveries changed thinking about the role of RNA in the
regulation of gene expression of animals, plants and fungi. Recently his interests have focused on
disease resistance in plants and understanding hybrid crops. David is also interested in the application
of science to develop sustainable agriculture. He is a member of the Biotechnology and Biological
Sciences Research Council and in 2009 he chaired a Royal Society policy study on the contribution of
biological science to food crop productivity. He also chaired a group that produced a science update
report for the British Prime Minister about GM crops.

Workshops: Food and Farming
This workshop led by Kieron Stanley and the Royal Society Futures Team will explore public and private
expectations of the future of food and farming, shaping government’s role in the food and farming
sectors in the next 25 years and the public value and investment in the whole food chain.

Dr Kieron Stanley
Kieron has an academic background in the social psychology and
cultural geography of the environment, food and rural affairs. After
academia he led an action research programme on environmental
inequalities across the UK funded jointly by the Environment Agency
and Defra. He has research experience in West Africa and Europe
and has worked with a number of different organisations; as a Special
Advisor at the UN WHO, and in Strasbourg with the French
Government and pan-European Institutions. Kieron has experience in
different roles across government having worked previously in the
Cabinet Office, and across Defra, having been part of the Natural
Environment White Paper team, as well as in chemicals and emerging
technologies prior to his current role in the food unit.
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Panel Discussion: Environmental Quality
This Environmental Quality panel discussion, chaired by David Fowler, will discuss the broad challenges
in environmental quality and the difficulties associated with how we monitor and manage environmental
quality. The panel includes experts from air quality, water quality and immunopharmacology.

Professor David Fowler CBE, FRS, FRSE
Prof David Fowler graduated in Environmental Physics with a BSc in
1972 and PhD in 1976 at Nottingham University. His PhD studies were
on the dry deposition of SO2 to vegetation and soil and the atmospheric
sulphur budget of the UK.
He began his research at the Institute of Terrestrial Ecology based at the
Edinburgh laboratory in 1975, working on the wet and dry deposition of
atmospheric pollutants and their effects on vegetation and soil. The
research group expanded and broadened the fields of research to
include nitrogen compounds, particulate matter and tropospheric ozone.
By 1990 the research group was working on field scale measurements
of greenhouse gas emissions (CH4 and N2O), emissions, atmospheric
processing and deposition of sulphur and nitrogen containing pollutants
and their effects on ecosystems.
A substantial part of Professor Fowler’s research was devoted to bringing together the process
research and monitoring data for policy makers at the UK Government’s Department for Environment,
Food and Rural Affairs as well as the European Union and the United Nations Economic Commission
for Europe. He has published 251 research papers in peer reviewed journals, and a similar number of
book chapters and assessment reports. He has an H index of 58 and has published a wide range of
Review reports on air pollutants and their effects on ecosystems (e.g. Royal Society report 2008,
http://www.rotap.ceh.ac.uk).
He became Professor of Environmental Physics at Nottingham University in 1991, a Fellow of the Royal
Society of Edinburgh in 1999 and Fellow of the Royal Society of London in 2002 and was awarded a
CBE in 2005 for services to atmospheric research.

Ms Harriet Wallace
Harriet Wallace is a scientist by training who has worked in the civil
service for over ten years. Her team leads on the UK’s overall strategy
for reducing emissions of air pollutants, working with partners across
central and local government and the devolved administrations. The
team leads on issues such as regulation of industrial emissions, medium
combustion plants, diesel generators and the Clean Air Act/Smoke
Control Areas. She works alongside the Joint (Defra-DfT) Air Quality Unit
who lead on the UK’s national air quality plan for nitrogen dioxide. Before
joining Defra, her previous roles in the Treasury included HMRC
spending, labour market policy and distributional analysis, the
Chancellor's private office, science and innovation, EU and international
issues. Harriet has also worked at Unilever on corporate environmental
responsibility, and in the Department of Health on the Public Health
White Paper and two independent reviews on the role of the state in health and wellbeing, and how
behavioural science can be applied in public health.
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Professor Paul S. Monks FRMetS, FRSC
Paul’s research experience covers the broad areas of air quality,
atmospheric composition and climate change. More recently he has
expanded into medical diagnostics through translational research in the
underpinning analytical science. Paul’s primary research interests are
the scientific questions underlying the role of photochemistry in the
control of atmospheric composition; chemistry and transport, air quality;
the feedbacks between climate and atmospheric chemistry; organic
complexity including fracking and the measurement of the chemical
composition of the troposphere from space.
Paul Monks is a Professor in Atmospheric Chemistry and Earth
Observation Science at the University of Leicester and currently Head
of College of Science and Engineering. Paul is the chair of the Defra
Air Quality expert group that provides independent science advice on
air quality as well as a member of the Defra Science Advisory Council.
He is the European
representative on the Environmental Pollution and Atmospheric Chemistry Scientific Steering
Committee (EPAC SSC) of the World Meteorological Organisation and ICACGP (International
commission on atmospheric chemistry and global pollution). Further, he sits on the Satellite
Applications Catapult advisory group, the Royal Society Global Environmental Research Committee
and NERC audit committee. He has just finished a term as co-chair of the IGBP-International Global
Atmospheric Chemistry program and NERC council.

Professor Stephen Holgate, CBE, FRCP, FRCP (Edin), FRCPath, FIBMS, FSB, FMedSci
Stephen is MRC Professor of Immunopharmacology at the University of
Southampton. After qualifying in Medicine in London, he pursued a
research career on the mechanisms of asthma and allergy involving a
wide range of different approaches. He has a particular interest in the
toxicology of air pollutants and the roles of viruses and allergens as
drivers of airway inflammation and remodelling. His work has resulted
in over 1000 peer reviewed publications and an h index of 151.
He has been President of the British Society for Allergy and Clinical
Immunology, the British Thoracic Society and is currently President of
the British Association for Lung Research and the Collegium
Internationale Allergologicum. He has been Chair of MRC Population
and Systems Medicine Board, the MRC Translational Research Group,
Member of MRC and NERC Strategy Boards and Chaired the Clinical,
Health and Biological Sciences Main Panel of the REF2014. He is a Trustee of the British Lung
Foundation, Cancer Research UK and the Kennedy Trust. In 2003 he cofounded Synairgen, a drug
discovery company for respiratory disease and currently chairs the Defra Hazardous Substances
Advisory Committee. His contributions have been recognised by a number of awards including The
King Faisal International Prize in Medicine and the J Allyn Taylor International Prize in Medicine. He
was a Founder Member of the Academy of Medical Sciences, served on its Council and founded the
Clinical and Veterinary Section of the Academie Europea. In 2011 Stephen was awarded CBE in
recognition of his contributions to clinical science.
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Professor Penny Johnes
Penny Johnes is Professor of Biogeochemistry at the University of Bristol, and was previously Professor
of Freshwater Science and Director of the Aquatic Environments
Research Centre at the University of Reading. She has conducted over
50 major research programmes on the origins and impacts of nutrient
pollution of waters, funded in roughly equal proportion by RCUK and the
research user community. Her research has been critical in helping us
to better understand the nature and sources of nutrient pollution within
complex landscapes, the pathways by which material moves from land
to stream under differing environmental conditions, and its impacts on
freshwater ecosystems. She has >100 publications and >4300 citations
(h-index 31) and is quoted on a wide range of international news and
web media. The evidence from her work is widely used by a range of
government departments, agencies and NGOs to underpin the
development of practical management strategies to mitigate the impact
of nutrient pollution on inland and coastal waters.
Penny is currently a member of the UNECE Task Force for Reactive Nitrogen (2009-), and the Wessex
Water Catchment Panel (2015-), and has advised the UNEP Foresight Programme (2012-13), the
OECD Environment Ministers (2016) and UNECE (2009-) on nutrient pollution of inland and coastal
waters. Previously, she was one of the inaugural NERC Pool of Chairs (2009-2014), she chaired the
Academy of Finland Research Council for Biosciences and Environment ENV1 panel (2012-2014), and
was appointed as Expert Advisor to the House of Commons Environment, Food and Rural Affairs Select
Committee to assist with its Inquiry into the Implementation of the EU Water Framework Directive (20022003) and to the National Audit Office to support its examination of the effectiveness of the Environment
Agency's work to tackle diffuse pollution (2009-10).

Resilience and Climate Change Breakfast
A breakfast panel discussion, chaired by Pete Smith, which will consider the wider risks of climate
change to the UK within both a 10 and 25 year timescale and how the latest science may offer solutions
for both adaptation and mitigation.
Delegates should register their interest in this session on the sign-up sheet at the registration desk. A
buffet breakfast will be provided for all attendees. The maximum capacity is 50.

Professor Pete Smith FRSB, FRSE
Pete Smith is the Professor of Soils and Global Change at the Institute of Biological and Environmental
Sciences at the University of Aberdeen (Scotland, UK), Science Director
of the Scottish Climate Change Centre of Expertise (ClimateXChange)
and Director of Food Systems for the Scottish Food Security AllianceCrops.
Since 1996, he has served as Convening Lead Author, Lead Author and
Author for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),
which was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 2007. He was the
Convening Lead Author of the Agricultural Mitigation chapter of the IPCC
Fourth Assessment Report and for the Agriculture and Forestry
Mitigation chapter of the IPCC Fifth Assessment. He has coordinated
and participated in many national and international projects on soils,
agriculture, bioenergy, food security, greenhouse gases, climate
change, mitigation and impacts, and ecosystem modelling. In adition to
his role in ClimateXChange, he is a former member of Defra’s Science Advisory Council, and a current
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member of DfID’s Research Advisory Group and the Global Food Security Science Advisory Board,
and has been an advisor to the Committee on Climate Change.
He is a Fellow of the Royal Society of Biology, a Fellow of the Institute of Soil Scientists, a Research
Fellow of the Royal Society (London; 2008-2013), and a Fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. He
has published >350 peer-reviewed journal papers with total citations of >14700 with an H-index of 62.

Dr Molly Anderson
Dr Molly Anderson is currently Defra’s Head of Climate Change
Adaptation Evidence & Analysis on secondment from the Environment
Agency. She recently led the production of the Government’s second UK
Climate Change Risk Assessment in January 2017 and oversees the
work with the Met Office to produce an updated set of UK Climate
Projections in 2018.
Molly Anderson has worked at the Environment Agency since 2002 in a
number of policy and research roles on climate change mitigation and
adaptation and most recently led the evidence contribution to the
Environment Agency’s Climate Ready Support Service, which provided
adaptation advice and support to businesses and public sector
organisations.
Before working for the Environment Agency, Molly was an exhibition developer at the Science Museum
and a researcher for the non-governmental organisation VERTIC (The Verification Research and
Information Centre) where her research interest was the monitoring and compliance provisions of the
Kyoto Protocol.
Molly’s PhD from the University of Manchester is in experimental High Energy Physics. She has a
degree in Physics from the University of Sussex.

Professor Chris Thomas FRS
Professor Chris Thomas FRS is an ecologist, who works on the ecology, evolution and the conservation
of biodiversity in the Anthropocene. Chris and his research group are
interested in understanding how humans have transformed the
biological world, and how humans might protect the world’s remaining
biodiversity. He is especially well known for identifying the ecological
impacts of climate change – he was the first to estimate how climate
change might endanger biodiversity at a global scale. More broadly, he
researches why some species decline and disappear but others are
successful, aiming to quantify gains in biological diversity as well as
losses; the topic of his forthcoming popular science book Inheritors of
the Earth.
He has written ~250 scientific articles (which have been cited around
35,000 times) and he has co-edited nine international scientific journals.
His work has been quoted in the media in most countries in the world
and he has influenced the development of national and international policies for conservation and
climate change, including inputs to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, International Union
for the Conservation of Nature, UK conservation agencies Natural England, Scottish Natural Heritage
and Natural Resources Wales, Defra, governmental reviews and several conservation NGOs, including
Butterfly Conservation and the RSPB.
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Dr Chris Hope
Dr Chris Hope is Reader in Policy Modelling at Judge Business School,
and Visiting Professor at University College, London. He was a Lead
Author and Review Editor for the Third and Fourth Assessment Reports
of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, an advisor on the
PAGE model to the Stern review on the Economics of Climate Change,
and a specialist advisor to the House of Lords Select Committee on
Economic Affairs Inquiry into the economics of climate change.
In 2007, he was cited as a major contributor to the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change when it was awarded a half share of the Nobel
Peace Prize, and received the Faculty Lifetime Achievement Award from
the European Academy of Business in Society. In 2015 he was awarded
the inaugural Judge Business School research impact award.
His research interests involve numerical information in public policy and the integrated assessment
modelling of climate change, and he has published extensively in books and peer-reviewed journals.
The reduced-form simulation and combination of scientific and economic information under uncertainty
in the PAGE model is difficult and highly original, and something that has only been attempted by a
handful of research groups around the world. The PAGE model has been used to calculate the benefit
of an immediate reduction in the emissions of greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide and methane,
to compare the costs and impacts of policies to tackle climate change, to evaluate the uncertainty
around central estimates of costs and impacts, to direct attention to measures to reduce uncertainty
and to investigate the effects of Arctic feedbacks.

Professor Neil Adger
Neil Adger is Professor of Human Geography at the University of
Exeter. He researches economic and social dynamics of environmental
change, resilience and vulnerability and is a Highly Cited Researcher
in the Social Sciences in 2015 and 2016. He collaborates with leading
social and environmental scientists across the world on global debates
on sustainable development and its social interactions. Neil has served
as a senior author on the Third, Fourth and Fifth Assessment Reports
of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change; as Lead Author for
the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment; as a Commissioner for the
Lancet Commission on Climate and Health 2015, and the UK fielddefining Foresight report on Migration and Global Environmental
Change. He led the assessment on International Dimensions of Risk
for the Climate Change Risk Assessment 2017. He is currently working
on social dynamics of well-being, health, migration and climate change
in the UK, India, Bangladesh, Ghana and in Australia.
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Alyssa Gilbert
Alyssa Gilbert is the Director of Policy and Translation at the Grantham
Institute - Climate change and the Environment at Imperial College
London where she connects relevant research across the university
with policy-makers and businesses. Prior to joining the university, she
worked at the specialist energy and climate consultancy Ecofys for over
eleven years researching a range of topics including Emissions Trading
policy and market-based mechanisms, broader carbon pricing
developments, Forestry and REDD+, adaptation to climate change and
climate finance. She has worked with government clients at the
international level, in the UK and for other national governments. She
is also a member of NERC’s Strategic Programme Advisory Committee
(SPAG). Alyssa has also worked a researcher for the Deputy Mayor of
London and as a journalist on Environmental Policy in Brussels. Alyssa
has a degree in Natural Sciences.

Panel Discussion: Natural Environment
This panel session chaired by Georgina Mace FRS will look broadly at land use and the trade-offs and
synergies between agriculture and the natural environment. The panel will consider the effect of climate
change on land use as well as the economic rationale for competing land use priorities.

Professor Dame Georgina Mace, DBE FRS
Georgina Mace is Professor of Biodiversity and Ecosystems and
Director of the UCL Centre for Biodiversity and Environment Research
(CBER)( http://www.ucl.ac.uk/cber). Previously she was Director the
Centre for Population Biology at Imperial College London (2006-2011),
and Director of Science at the Zoological Society of London (20002006). Her research interests are in measuring the trends and
consequences of biodiversity loss and ecosystem change. She has
worked on IUCN’s Red List of threatened species, the Millennium
Ecosystem Assessment, and the UK National Ecosystem Assessment.
She chaired the Royal Society Working Group on ‘Resilience to
Extreme Weather’. She was the 2007 winner of the international
Cosmos prize and 2016 winner of the Heineken Prize in environmental
science. She was President of the British Ecological Society (20112013), is a member of NERC Council and currently she is a member of the government Natural Capital
Committee. She was awarded a CBE in 2007, DBE in 2015 and elected FRS in 2002.
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Dr Rob Bradburne
After a degree in plant sciences at Cambridge and a PhD in crop genetics
at the John Innes Centre, Robert’s first job was doing post-doctoral
research into the genetics of wheat quality.
He then moved into the Civil Service, joining the Horticultural Crop
Sciences Unit in the Department for Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs. There he managed research into a wide range of horticultural
crops and statutory Plant Health issues.
From Horticulture, he joined the Civil Service Fast Stream, taking up
positions in waste policy,departmental strategy and business planning.
His first team leader post was in the “Ecosystems Approach” policy team,
managing the ground-breaking National Ecosystem Assessment. After
short period leading the Sustainable Agriculture policy team, he returned
to science as Head of Science for the Sustainable Land Management and Livestock Farming
Directorate.
He is now Deputy Director for the Environment Analysis Unit, leading an interdisciplinary team of around
20 specialists. The Unit provides joined-up analytical advice on environmental issues across Defra’s
remit and generates the tools, data, and evidence needed to enable people to take account of the value
of nature in decisions, plans and strategies that they make.

Dr Claire Feniuk
Claire Feniuk is a member of the RSPB’s Land Use Policy Team, working
primarily on post-Brexit food and farming policy for the UK. Her current
focus is on developing a better understanding of what ‘sustainable
agriculture’ actually means, what it looks like in practice within the
context of the wider landscape, and how it can be better supported by
public policy. Prior to joining the RSPB, she completed a PhD on ‘land
sparing’ and ‘land sharing’ at the University of Cambridge, supervised by
Prof. Andrew Balmford FRS. Focussing on agricultural systems in
Eastern Europe, this research aimed to quantify the trade-offs between
food production and nature conservation, and to identify landscape-scale
land-use strategies that better balance these two aims. The results
emphasised the importance of developing policies that value the
environmental benefits of some low-yielding farming systems whilst
ensuring the environmental sustainability of high-yielding food production. In her current role, Claire
continues to collaborate with academics at a range of institutions including the Cambridge Conservation
Initiative and the Centre for Ecology and Hydrology, with a focus on identifying approaches to
agricultural management that deliver multiple benefits across a range of environmental indicators.
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Professor Maggie Gill
Maggie Gill currently spends 70% of her time as Chair of the
Independent Science and Partnership Council of the CGIAR (formerly
the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research), which
provides independent advice and expertise to the funders of the CGIAR.
She is seconded from the University of Aberdeen where she has a 6th
Century Chair in Integrated Land Use. She is Chair of the Scientific
Advisory Board of the European Joint Programming Initiative on Food
Security, Agriculture and Climate Change and also Chair of the Science
Advisory Panel of the New Zealand Government Science Challenge:
Our Land and Water.
Maggie’s career has included both research and research management
starting with livestock production and moving on to the interface
between agriculture and the environment and natural resource
management issues. She worked for the Agricultural Research Council (now BBSRC) and the Overseas
Development Administration (now DFID) before returning to Scotland as Chief Executive and Director
of Research at the Macaulay Land Use Research Institute in Aberdeen. From 2006 to 2011 she was
Chief Scientific Adviser for Rural Affairs and the Environment for the Scottish Government and from
2011 to date she has worked both as a freelance consultant and as an employee of the University of
Aberdeen on international development issues.

Professor Chris Thomas FRS
(see Climate and resilience breakfast session, above)

Professor Ian J. Bateman OBE, FRSA, FRSB
Ian J. Bateman OBE, FRSA, FRSB, is Professor of Environmental
Economics and Director of the Land, Environment, Economics and
Policy Institute (LEEP) at the University of Exeter, UK. LEEP
incorporates the Centre for Social and Economic Research on the
Global Environment (CSERGE) and the Centre for Rural Policy
Research (CRPR). Ian holds a Royal Society Wolfson Research Merit
award and is a Member of the Board of the UK Joint Nature
Conservation Committee, the Natural Capital Committee reporting to
The UK Chancellor of the Exchequer, the Environment Agency LongTerm Investment Scenarios Development Group and the NERC
Strategic Programme Advisory Group. He is lead economist for the UK
ESRC Nexus Network and led the economics team for the UK National
Ecosystem Assessment (UK-NEA) and the NERC Valuing Nature
Network bringing together business and policy decision makers with research experts to examine
natural environment and economic issues.
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Relaunch of the Science and Engineering Profession within Government
Government Chief Scientific Adviser Sir Mark Walport will give an overview of the Government Science
and Engineering (GSE) Profession and the GSE Strategy.

Professor Sir Mark Walport FRS, FMedSci
Sir Mark is the Chief Scientific Adviser to HM Government and Head of
the Government Office for Science.
Previously, Sir Mark was Director of the Wellcome Trust, which is a
global charitable foundation dedicated to achieving extraordinary
improvements in human and animal health by supporting the brightest
minds. Before joining the Trust he was Professor of Medicine and Head
of the Division of Medicine at Imperial College London.
He has been a member of the Prime Minister’s Council for Science and
Technology since 2004. He has also been a member of the India UK
CEO Forum, the UK India Round Table and the advisory board of
Infrastructure UK and a non-executive member of the Office for Strategic
Coordination of Health Research. He is a member of a number of
international advisory bodies.
He has undertaken independent reviews for the UK Government on the use and sharing of personal
information in the public and private sectors: ‘Data Sharing Review’ (2009); and secondary
education: ‘Science and Mathematics: Secondary Education for the 21st Century’ (2010).
He received a knighthood in the 2009 New Year Honours List for services to medical research and was
elected as Fellow of The Royal Society in 2011.

Workshop: Natural Environment
This workshop, led by Andy Stott and the Royal Society Futures team, will use a ‘drivers and trends’
technique to explore future scenarios for the natural environment, related to Defra’s 25 year natural
environment plan. ‘Drivers and trends’ will explore how advances in science and technology may create
both opportunities and risks for the future of the natural environment.

Dr Andrew Stott
Andy Stott is currently Head of Science in Defra’s Environment Analysis
Unit and provides the national focal point for the Intergovernmental
Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services. Andy has worked as
a scientific adviser and evidence manager in Defra and predecessor
organisations for over 20 years. Andy has a PhD from Manchester
University where he studied the impact of forestry and peatland
degradation on water resources
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Keynote: Food and Farming
Professor Corinna Hawkes, Director, Centre for Food Policy, City University of London, has published
widely on food policy from farm to fork and the link with diets and nutrition. Here she will consider food
policy from a systems perspective, presenting why an integrated approach to food policy is needed to
address environmental, economic development and health concerns. She will then explore the
implication for the evidence needed to inform this integrated approach to food policy, focusing on
evidence needed on what people are eating. She will then argue for an inclusive approach to
evidence generation, listening to the people of the food system and valuing their lived experience as a
form of knowledge.

Professor Corinna Hawkes
Corinna Hawkes is Director of the Centre for Food Policy at City,
University of London, UK, a Centre dedicated to advancing the thinking
and practice of integrated and inclusive food policy. Professor Hawkes
expertise is in food systems policies, including agricultural policy, to help
address poor quality diets and malnutrition worldwide. Corinna works
internationally, having worked in the past for organizations such as the
World Health Organization, the International Food Policy Research
Institute, the University of Sao Paulo and World Cancer Research Fund
International. She has published widely, including on the links between
agricultural policy and diets, food systems globalization, food trade,
value chains, and regulations to promote healthier diets. So was lead coauthor of the report, Food Systems and Diets: Facing the Challenges of
the 21st Century published in 2016 by the Global Panel on Agriculture
and Food Systems for Nutrition.
Corinna serves as Co-Chair of the Independent Expert Group of the Global Nutrition Report, an
international report tracking progress in malnutrition in all its forms across the globe. She also co-chairs
the Global Future Council on Food Security and Agriculture of the World Economic Forum. She sits on
the EAT-Lancet Commission on Healthy Diets from Sustainable Food Systems, the Lancet Commission
on Obesity and the International Panel of Experts on Sustainable Food Systems. She has worked with
UN agencies, governments and NGOs locally, nationally and internationally level to support the design
more effective policies to promote healthier diets.
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Panel Discussion: Data and Emerging Technology
Chaired by Sir Martin Sweeting FRS, this panel discussion will consider how advances in data science
and technology can support Defra’s natural environment, climate and agricultural productivity
responsibilities.

Professor Sir Martin Sweeting OBE, FRS, FREng, FIET
Sir Martin was born in London in 1951, educated at Aldenham and has
a BSc in electronics and PhD in radio engineering from the University
of Surrey. Whilst studying for his PhD and combining an interest in radio
communications with a fascination for space, he proposed to build a
‘microsatellite’ with a small research team at the University that was
successfully launched in 1981. He went on to pioneer rapid-response,
low-cost and highly-capable small satellites utilising modern consumer
electronics to ‘change the economics of space’ and has established the
UK at the forefront of this new field.
In 1985 Sir Martin founded a spin-off University company (SSTL) with
four employees that has since has grown to 550 staff and has built and
launched 50 small satellites into orbit – including the 22 navigation
payloads for the European Galileo satellite constellation. SSTL has
annual revenues exceeding £100M and achieved exports of over £0.5Bn to 24mcountries – particularly
enabling emerging space nations achieve their first space missions and thus to access space directly
to benefit their environment and economies. Sir Martin also chairs the Surrey Space Centre comprising
around 100 researchers investigating advanced small satellite concepts and techniques and which acts
as the research laboratory for SSTL – an exemplar of real academic-commercial synergy. Sir Martin
has been appointed OBE and knighted by HM The Queen, elected a Fellow of the Royal Society and a
Fellow of the Royal Academy of Engineering and received the prestigious von Karman Wings Award
from CalTech/JPL. In 2014, he received the Chinese Academy of Sciences/COSPAR Jeoujang Jaw
Award recognising his contribution to international space development and in 2016 was made an
honorary fellow of the Royal Aeronautical Society and identified by The Sunday Times as one of the
UK’s 20 most influential engineers, confirmed again in Debrett’s 2017 list of the 500 most influential
people in the UK.

Dr Sue Black OBE
Recently named in the list of top 50 women in tech in Europe, Sue is
one of the leading tech personalities in the UK today. An award-winning
computer scientist, radical thinker, and social entrepreneur Sue is well
known for founding the high profile campaign to save Bletchley Park,
capitalising upon social media as a fitting continuation of Bletchley’s
technological legacy.
Sue is a passionate advocate for women in tech, and has spent the last
20 years campaigning for more recognition and support for women in
computing. This led to her founding #techmums, a social enterprise
which empowers mums and their families through technology.
Sue is also an academic with 20+ years’ experience with over 40
publications and a PhD in software engineering to her name. She was
made an OBE in the New Year Honours list 2016 and sits on the Government’s new advisory board for
improving digital services.
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David Askew
With a background in Geography (Cambridge), Land Management
(Cranfield) and Natural History (family), David joined ADAS as a soil
surveyor in 1985. He then worked as a field ecologist in the hay meadows
of the Yorkshire Dales – publishing research on hay meadow ecology and
management. From the mid 1990’s he moved on to specialise in data
analysis with an increasing interest in using new technologies – this
included introducing the use of satellite data into the work of the Rural
Development Service (later part of MAFF and then Defra) and then setting
up a national GIS service. David joined Natural England in 2006 where he
is now Director of Evidence Services and also heads the Defra Earth
Observation Centre of Excellence.

Professor Mark Maslin FRGS, FRSA
Mark Maslin FRGS, FRSA is a Professor of climatology and environmental
sciences at University College London. He is the Director of the London
NERC DTP and is a Royal Society Industrial Fellow working with Rezatec
Ltd a company he co-founded. Maslin is a leading scientist with particular
expertise in global and regional climatic change and has publish over 155
papers in journals such as Science, Nature, The Lancet and Nature Climate
Change. He has been awarded £45 million in grants and has worked with
a number of Governmental agencies including BIS, DECC, DIFD, FCO,
Carbon Trust, Innovate UK, Forestry Commission, UK Space Agency and
the European Space Agency. He has also written 11 books, over 50 popular
articles and appears regularly on radio and television. A third edition of his
high successful ‘Climate Change: A Very Short Introduction’ was published
by OUP in 2014. His popular book on human evolution ‘Cradle of Humanity’ came out this year also
published by OUP. He was included in Who’s Who for the first time in 2009 and was granted a five-year
Royal Society Wolfson Research Merit Award in 2011 for his work in East Africa.

Wrap-up, next steps and conference close
Defra’s Permanent Secretary Clare Moriarty will reflect on the conference highlights and next steps.

Ms Claire Moriarty CB
Clare has been Permanent Secretary of the Department for Environment,
Food and Rural Affairs since August 2015. She is responsible for the
overall management of the Department, supporting Ministers in creating
a great place for living and charting the way forward for one of the
Departments most affected by EU exit. Her vision is for the Department
and its delivery bodies, who together make up the Defra group, to achieve
the best outcomes for customers and the environment by working
together. Prior to her current role Clare was a Director General in the
Department for Transport, initially for corporate services and from 2013
for rail. From 2005 to 2008 she was Constitution Director at the Ministry
of Justice. Her early career was spent mainly in policy roles in the
Department of Health and the NHS, including as Principal Private
Secretary to both Conservative and Labour Secretaries of State for
Health. Clare has a long-standing interest in leadership and change. She
champions diversity and inclusion in all its forms, and promotes open working in Government. Outside
work she enjoys singing, mountain walking and spending time with family. She was awarded a CB in
the 2016 New Year Honours List.
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Showcase presentations
Defra Science Showcase Session 1 – 29th March 10:20-10:30
Six Big Questions for 21st Century Conservation Science
Ruth Waters, Natural England
We are living through a paradigm shift in the natural environment sector away from individual resource
management and conservation of individual sites and species towards landscape scale, integrated
delivery which provides multiple benefits for people, the economy and nature. This shift is very clearly
signalled through Natural England’s conservation strategy – ‘Conservation 21’ and Defra’s high level
research questions. Issues such as rapidly developing technologies, eDNA, extreme weather events,
disease outbreaks, invasive non-native species and natural capital all present considerable policy and
delivery challenges.
Natural England has been looking at some of the key shifts in the way we co-design, enable and deliver
our science and evidence with this changing context and changing demands. We have identified six
key forward looking, strategic areas of evidence that we need to invest in now to ensure that we can
respond effectively in the future to our policy and delivery needs. These are:
•

What does a healthy ecosystem look like and what management techniques are needed to
move towards this?

•

Where and how do we restore ecological connectivity in our landscapes?

•

What are the implications of new land and sea management practices, and associated new
technologies, on securing healthy ecosystems and the services they provide into the future?

•

How might natural environment and ecosystem service changes affect people’s health and
wellbeing and what environmental interventions can enhance or mitigate those affects?

•

What do want to monitor and measure in the natural environment, why and how?

•

What are the best ways to use new genetic and remote sensing technologies in describing and
measuring ecosystems and their structure and function?

This poster will explore these points in more detail and sets out our first steps in answering some of
these questions. It will describe why these are so important for 21st century conservation of our natural
environment.
Monitor of Engagement with the Natural Environment – supporting delivery and policy for the
new conservation agenda;
Alison Darlow and Hazel Thomas, Natural England
The Monitor of Engagement with the Natural Environment (MENE) survey was commissioned as a joint
initiative led by Natural England in 2008. It is the first national sample survey of its kind to provide a
stable long-term dataset on how people use, enjoy and benefit from the natural environment in England.
As well as providing data on people’s reported behaviours in the natural environment, and detailed
geocoded information about where these take place, it also includes data on motivations and barriers,
the outcomes from visits as well as attitudinal measures.
The top five insights from the survey to date are:
•

The growing importance of urban greenspace for outdoor recreation, especially those spaces
that are close to where people live.

•

The motivations for people accessing and enjoying the natural environment, in particular the
increasing importance of health and exercise as a motivation for visiting green space.

•

The distribution of visiting-taking behaviour across the population, including groups that are
less likely to visit the natural environment and therefore less likely to enjoy the benefits of
access.
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•

The benefits from visiting different types of green space, for example the wellbeing benefits of
visiting the coast.

•

The scale and scope of children’s visits to the natural environment, showing a link between
social inequalities and the opportunities that children have to experience their natural
environment.

The breadth and depth of the dataset has opened up opportunities for new analytical work in
government, in academia and in the third sector.
MENE is a key strand of the evidence base for policy and delivery for the natural environment sector
including the Defra 25 Year Environment Plan and Conservation 21 – Natural England’s Conservation
Strategy for the 21st Century.
Developing DNA based technologies for Environmental Applications
Andy Nisbet, Natural England
Environmental monitoring has traditionally been limited to measuring taxa that are easy to find, or that
we have a legal obligation to report on. This has meant that our knowledge of biodiversity outcomes is
constrained by reliance on a small number of popular taxa, rather than on cross-taxa species
assemblages or groups which are sensitive to environmental change. DNA technologies have the
potential to radically change environmental and conservation monitoring. Natural England has
successfully developed environmental DNA to detect the presence of great crested newts in ponds and
the Environment Agency has a number of projects to develop applications in still and running
freshwaters to support their regulatory monitoring.
Natural England is running a set of small projects looking at applications for still waters, saline lagoons,
marine sediment, soils, invertebrate traps, deadwood mould, and vegetation (quadrat) samples. In each
situation we are testing the practicality and cost of sampling and the quality and quantity of data
obtained. We are looking at simple sampling approaches that could be used by citizen scientists, to
provide data on presence or absence of a range of species within a variety of environmental
situations. In addition we are developing close working with University centres to look at the
implementation of techniques for lake and river species, fungi and invasive non-native detection. The
implications of using DNA as a ‘tool in the box’ are substantial and could prompt how we characterise
and assess quality of protected sites in future. Examples tested so far with existing regulatory
monitoring show that DNA techniques can reduce costs per sample and derive better data.
Genome sequence and genetic diversity of European ash trees
Richard Buggs, Royal Botanic Gardens Kew and Queen Mary University of London
Ash dieback, caused by a fungal pathogen, is spreading through the United Kingdom’s ash trees
populations. Our ash trees also face the threat of the emerald ash borer which is found in North America
and Russia, but so far has not arrived in the UK. In order to facilitate the breeding of ash trees for
resistance to these threats, a consortium of researchers have sequenced the genome of a native UK
ash tree. We have also sequenced 37 ash trees from across Europe to examine genome-wide genetic
diversity of the species. We are now undertaking experiments to discover the genetic basis of resistance
to ash dieback and the emerald ash borer.
A complex pathology of Acute Oak Decline is revealed using a novel systems approach to
investigation
Sandra Denman, Forestry Commission, and James McDonald, University of Bangor
Decline-diseases are complex syndromes, in which causation involves multiple, often native or
endemic, biotic as well as abiotic agents. Against a backdrop of climate change and the escalation of
environment disturbance Decline-diseases are rising in profile as they become more problematic to tree
health globally. The complex nature of the problem and the involvement of secondary pathogens and
pests present difficulties in assigning causation. The prevailing paradigm that one organism causes one
disease is not applicable to Decline-diseases due to their multifaceted nature. We propose a novel way
of investigating Decline-diseases using Acute Oak Decline (AOD) as a model system. AOD presents a
serious threat to native British oak across Midland and southern England and Wales. It is characterised
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by larval galleries of the native bark-boring beetle Agrilus biguttatus, and weeping stem lesions. Multiple
novel bacterial species are associated with AOD lesions, but the causative agent(s) of necrosis are
unknown. Using a combined cultivation-based and sequencing approach we show that three bacterial
species, Brenneria goodwinii, Gibbsiella quercinecans and Rahnella victoriana, are consistently
abundant in the lesion microbiome and possess virulence genes used by canonical phytopathogens
that are expressed in AOD lesions. Poly-species inoculation tests demonstrated that B. goodwinii and
G. quercinecans cause tissue necrosis, and in combination with A. biguttatus produce the diagnostic
symptoms of AOD. We have identified polybacterial causal agents of AOD lesions, providing new
insights into polymicrobial interactions and disease, as well as developing a novel conceptual and
methodological template for adapting Koch’s postulates to address the role of microbial communities in
disease.
Defra Science Showcase Session 2 – 29th March 12:20-12:40
Evidence needs for decommissioning within MPAs
Becky Hitchin, JNCC
In the next 30 years, 8,000+ platforms, pipelines and wells will need to be decommissioned around the
UK. Many of these will occur within offshore Marine Protected Areas (MPAs). There continues to be
considerable scientific uncertainty around the environmentally/ ecologically preferable ways to
decommission within MPAs, where operations need not only to balance safety, environmental risk,
technology and cost, but also the effect of decommissioning operations on the integrity of the MPA and
its protected features.
Obtaining an ecologically meaningful evidence base that allows high quality, consistent assessments
of site integrity and cumulative impact within MPAs is proving highly challenging. This is due to, for
example, the wide variety of legislation and guidance that cover decommissioning activities across
different industries; a lack of understanding as to whether quantitative or qualitative thresholds are
ecologically meaningful, and if they are not, then what assessment methods to use; and the diverging
requirements of national and international legislation and directions, such as ecological requirements
for restoration of habitats under the Habitats Directive and the drive to remove infrastructure under
OSPAR 98/3.
Access to high quality, science-based evidence is crucial for all participants in the decommissioning
process. Industry need evidence to fulfil their environmental obligations. Nature conservation
consultees need to provide risk-based, proportionate advice on impact to protected features, MPAs or
national resource. The general public need to understand that taxpayer money is being used in a
scientifically robust manner to inform decommissioning decisions. Regulators need to maintain a robust,
risk-based decision-making process leading to operational consent. This complex evidence base,
involving detailed interplay between science, legislation and policy, needs to be understood by all
relevant parties and communicated clearly in order to inform policy decisions, whilst still achieving
nature conservation aims.
Decision-making under uncertainty – advising on fishing opportunities in a complex and
uncertain world
Carl O’Brien, Cefas
Managing marine fisheries and their fish stocks on a single stock-by-stock basis is no longer tenable
and henceforth, greater consideration must be given to mixed fisheries and multi-species interactions
– both in evidence and advice from scientists, and in the management measures adopted by Ministers.
The UK was commended at last December’s Fisheries Council on our modern approach to tackling the
challenges of mixed demersal fisheries in the Celtic Sea – highlighting the need to identify trade-offs in
the short- (0-3 years), medium- (3-5 years) and long-term (5-10 years).
Not confined to one regional sea area alone but encompassing the North Sea too, the effects of different
harvest rates and fleet (vessel) configurations on exploitation yields, stock biomasses, risks of stock
collapse and community structure are considered outside of the constraints of simplistic single stock
assessments.
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A novel method of developing an ensemble of size-structured multi-species models is presented whose
contribution to current management issues can be evaluated - in the case presented, whether the
requirement to keep stock biomasses above Blim (the biomass below which either the production of
young fish is impaired or stock dynamics are unknown) has been violated. Comparing the performance
of the multi-species ensemble demonstrates that such assessments have the potential to be relevant
to today’s operational fisheries management.
The transition towards an ecosystem-based approach to fisheries management and considerations of
wider marine resource management are a necessity which this presentation will begin to address and
discuss – signalling an evolution beyond single stock-by-stock assessment and management advice in
the North-east Atlantic.
3D groundwater vulnerability to sub-surface onshore oil and gas activities
Ian Davey*1, Alwyn Hart1, John Bloomfield2, Melinda Lewis2, Sian Loveless2, Rob Ward2
*Corresponding author, 1 Environment Agency, 2British Geological Survey
Groundwater is important for drinking water supply and it supports flow in springs and rivers. It is
vulnerable to pollution from a wide and growing range of activities: it is critical that we protect it.
We have established methods for assessing groundwater vulnerability from contaminants spilled on the
ground surface or released into the shallow sub-surface. In contrast we lack a consistent, accepted
approach for assessing the vulnerability of groundwater to contamination from activities that take place
further underground. The Environment Agency and BGS are working together to understand how the
complex factors that affect groundwater vulnerability from onshore oil and gas activities deep below the
ground surface can be presented clearly and consistently. This work will also be useful for other deep
sub-surface activities, for example geothermal energy, mining and disposal of radioactive waste.
The assessment of vulnerability takes into account the nature of the different layers of rock at various
depths, and fissures that exist naturally, the extent of hydraulic fractures, and old, deep wells nearby.
These features could allow movement of contaminants to bypass any protection afforded by intervening
rock layers. Although deep groundwaters are generally highly saline, some springs originate from depth,
such as those at Bath, and some deeper rock formations contain brackish water that could potentially
be a useful resource in droughts. We should therefore also consider the requirements for protecting
water held in rocks at depth.This work will provide visual representations of deep groundwater
vulnerability. These will help in making initial assessments of risks and in communicating complex
technical matters to a range of audiences.
Field scale modelling of agricultural nitrate losses to groundwater using the Nitrate Leaching
Tool
Natalie Phillips, Environment Agency
The Environment Agency have developed a tool to predict nitrate leaching losses from agricultural land
at the field scale. The Nitrate leaching tool (NLT) is based on published nutrient modelling techniques
and equations and has been ground truthed against other models and field porous pot leaching data.
It is intended that the tool is quick and easy to use; that the assumptions are clear, open and transparent;
and that the results from the tool compare reasonably well with more complex models (when set up
with the same assumptions).
The NLT is a starting point for engaging farmers on the impacts of their farming practices and to evaluate
the potential impact of leaching mitigation methods. To ensure the tool meets user requirements, it is
currently being piloted by Area Groundwater and Environmental Management teams in collaboration
with Water Companies, Universities, and agricultural advisers.
This work has involved liaison with more than 60 farmers and agricultural advisors across variable
farming practice from high input arable and pastoral farming to lower input rough grazing and woodland.
It has also been used on an internationally important wetland to assess whether current measures are
sufficient to meet hydro-ecological requirements for designated species, or whether more stringent
actions are required such as Water Protection Zones.
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Public engagement on the science behind environmental protection and “fracking”
Alwyn Hart and Anthony Poole, Environment Agency
The Environment Agency (EA) has many research needs which require us to gain new knowledge,
particularly in new or controversial topics such as onshore oil and gas production. Meeting these
needs means using our own in-house staff or working with partners in academe and industry but
those very contacts can then lead to suspicion and distrust from third parties. The public are not
always convinced of government scientist bona fides and yet working more broadly with “the public”
brings many problems, not least defining initially who are “the public” and how to understand
potentially millions of people with often competing desires.
We will explore a small part of the EA’s public outreach on onshore oil and gas (including shale gas)
and a case study of public consultation in setting our research agenda. What did members of the
public think of our work and what else (or other) would they have us do? We used an internet
conference to explore our existing knowledge and the concerns or interests of residents from 3
potential onshore gas fields. The discussions were led by a third party organisation “Sciencewise”
whose remit is to enable public policy discourse.
The results will be discussed in the context of our terms of employment as scientists in a government
agency and the operational engagements of “Meet the regulator” events where EA staff attend public
events about how we work now using the outputs from past research.
How would Defra identify a pharmaceutical of environmental concern?
John Sumpter, and Andrew Johnson, Hazardous Substances Advisory Committee, Defra
If a politician, after reading an article in the media claiming that a human pharmaceutical was harming
the environment, ask Defra “Is this pharmaceutical really of environmental concern?”, how would Defra
respond? Defra, through its Hazardous Substances Advisory Committee (HSAC), has developed a
process that enables an informed, balanced answer to be provided within a short timeframe. The
process is based on a series of logical steps. Step 1 would be for appropriate HSAC members to assess
existing literature on the pharmaceutical, to provide a first indication of the possible degree of concern.
Step 2 adopts the read-across approach, which utilizes physicochemical information to predict the
degree of uptake of the pharmaceutical into aquatic organisms, and then compares that predicted
internal concentration with the human therapeutic concentration: the closer the former is to the latter,
the greater the concern. Step 3 integrates all available drug property, fate and biological data into the
decision-making process. These three steps would usually be sufficient to reach a balanced,
transparent judgement. Assessing difficult cases might require Step 4, which is based on expert opinion.
These steps broadly represent a hierarchy of (1) scientific, regulatory and other evidence supporting
HSACs opinion, and (2) varying levels of confidence due to the quality of evidence available at each of
the individual steps of the procedure.
Particle pollution from wood burning in mainland UK
Daniel Waterman, Defra and Anna Font and Gary Fuller, King’s College London
Substantial growth in biomass combustion has been seen in the UK in recent years due in part to policy
initiatives aimed at increasing production of heating and electricity from renewable and low-carbon
energy sources, but also due the increased popularity of wood burning stoves and open fires in UK
homes. Concern has been expressed that these changes might lead to increases in ambient particulate
matter (PM) concentrations in the UK, especially from home heating.
A recent DECC survey found that 7.5% of UK homes now burn wood but there is considerable
uncertainty about the frequency of fire use, the balance between stoves and fireplaces and therefore
the total emission. Earlier work in London found that PM10 from residential wood burning in 2010
exceeded the PM10 reductions from the first two phases of the London Low Emission Zone.
The contribution of wood burning to our urban air pollution was measured from the difference between
the UV and IR absorption of airborne particles sampled by Defra’s automated black carbon
measurement network. As expected air pollution from wood burning is greatest in winter and almost
absent in summer. Mean wintertime PM from wood burning varies between cities, ranging between 0.2
and 2.7 µg m-3. In Cardiff, 13% of PM10 in winter 2009/2010 came from wood burning. In most cities
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concentrations are greater in evenings, indicating residential combustion, and greater at weekends.
Coupled with the poor correlation with daily temperature (r 2 = 0.12- 0.57) this suggests that current
urban wood burning is in large part decorative and is not being used primary heating. Between 2009
and 2015 trends in PM from wood burning were slightly downwards at -0.03 (-0.05, -0.01) µg m-3
year-1.
This work demonstrates the successful application of innovative methods to derive wider evidential
value from Defra’s investment in air quality monitoring datasets. It provides a unique insight into
domestic wood burning activity and its impacts on air quality in the UK, informing Defra’s policy making
in this area.
Applying recent scientific developments to improve regulation of metals in water
Paul Whitehouse*1, Helen Wilkinson1, Graham Merrington2, and Adam Peters2
*Corresponding Author, 1Environment Agency, 2WCA-Environment
Metals, like zinc, copper, nickel and lead, are among the most important contaminants in UK surface
waters and responsible for many cases of poor chemical or ecological status. We have long understood
that water quality factors such as pH and hardness can affect metal toxicity and this has been reflected
in Environmental Quality Standards (EQSs) that are ‘banded’ according to water hardness or pH. Over
the past decade there has been some important scientific research into metal behaviour and toxicity by
academics and industry. This has led to the development of ‘Biotic Ligand Models’ that predicts the
concentration of the toxic, bioavailable fraction of metal in the water. These models enable us to predict,
with some accuracy, the toxicity of a metal under a range of conditions.
We have taken the opportunity to incorporate this new scientific thinking into the way we set EQSs for
metals and how we use them to drive improvement in water quality. It has become clear that simple
hardness or pH banding is inadequate and that much more accurate assessments of risk are possible,
but we need to account for other factors, like dissolved organic carbon.
We have developed a suite of ‘bioavailability-based’ EQSs that more accurately reflects posed by
several trace metals and - importantly – user-friendly tools that enable us to assess risks using only a
narrow range of water quality measurements. The introduction of these new EQSs and new tools leads
to more accurate assessments of risk so we can be confident that the measures we take are better
directed. In this way, we have been able to incorporate cutting edge science into practical regulation
and embed it in the Environment Agency’s routine monitoring activities.
Defra Science Showcase Session 3 – 29th March 13:25-14:15
How may a new shale-gas industry impact UK regional air quality?
Roger Timmis*1, Mark Broomfield2, Maria Angeles Solera Garcia1
*Corresponding Author, 1Environment Agency, 2Ricardo
Potential shale gas reserves have been identified in England and Wales that may be extractable by
high-pressure hydraulic fracturing (“fracking”). Extraction could provide economic and energy-security
benefits, but there may be environmental risks e.g. to air quality. The Environment Agency is charged
with regulating shale-gas operations in England, and must ensure that any risks from emitted air
pollutants are appropriately managed.
Accordingly, the Environment Agency has undertaken as preliminary study of potential regional airquality impacts that might arise from any new, full-scale, shale-gas industry. We have developed
realistic scenarios for 2030 emissions, involving a base case without an industry, and cases of high and
low industry growth in Northwest England. The emissions for different scenarios have been input to a
regional atmospheric model, together with meteorological data for summer photochemical conditions.
Risks to air quality could occur locally up to a few kilometers from individual shale-gas sites, and over
regional distances up to several 100s of kilometers from groups of sites. The regional risks arise from
secondary air pollutants that form from emitted primary pollutants by chemical and photochemical
reactions. The main regional pollutants are: fine particulates which can harm health, nitrogen dioxide
which can harm health and ecosystems, and ozone which can harm health and decrease crop yields.
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Changes in pollutant concentrations due to shale development were predicted to occur in all UK regions,
but are small e.g. the largest are 1-10% in Northwest England. Fine particulates and nitrogen dioxide
increase, which could affect regulation if air quality is already poor. Ozone shows increases and
decreases, depending on nitrogen oxides concentrations and distance.
The study has clarified risks and priorities for further work e.g. on local nitrogen dioxide impacts. It
shows how structured scenarios can be used to answer strategic questions like “How may regional air
quality be impacted?”
Resilience of the natural environment: science to support climate change adaptation
Mike Morecroft, Natural England
Building resilience of ecosystems is a key element of the National Adaptation Programme for climate
change, which is due to be revised for publication in 2018, following the publication of the Climate
Change Risk Assessment in January 2017. Building resilient landscapes and seas is also a key
element of Natural England’s newly published conservation strategy.
Over the last 6 years, Natural England has carried out research on this topic in partnership with a wide
range of colleagues in the Defra group and the academic community. We now understand not only
how climate change is affecting many aspects of biodiversity and ecosystems in the UK, but also how
it may be moderated or exacerbated by land use and management decisions. Amongst the findings
which have emerged from a series of collaborative projects are:
- There is good evidence of refugia, where species have persisted better through climate change,
reflecting microclimate differences amongst other factors
- That impacts of drought on butterfly populations are reduced where habitat occurs in larger blocks
- The balance between cold adapted and warm adapted species is changing, but the extent of change
is modified by landscape characteristics
As important as the science itself, we have developed innovative approaches to communicating science
to conservation practitioners to support climate change adaptation, for example on National Nature
Reserves and reserves run by partner organisations and in publishing evidence in accessible forms,
including a Climate Change Adaptation Manual, with RSPB, FC and EA.
For this conference, this programme of research shows a wide range of different approaches to
delivering science with Natural England staff working directly on some topics, commissioning research
in others and acting as partners in projects funded by other organisations. We have worked closely
with universities, research organisations and the British Ecological Society and the relations ships
formed are an essential element. Challenges remain however, particularly how we learn lessons from
practitioner experience and assess the effectiveness of adaptation measures.
Meeting the evidence challenge of the third UK Climate Change Risk Assessment
Molly Anderson, Defra
Government has a statutory obligation under the Climate Change Act 2008 to prepare a five-yearly
assessment of the risks and opportunities of climate change for the UK. These Climate Change Risk
Assessments (CCRAs) need to draw on the best available evidence in order to provide a robust basis
for adaptation policy to ensure the UK is resilient to extreme weather and climate change.
With the second CCRA laid before Parliament in January 2017, Defra is starting work to define the
scope and approach for the third CCRA, due in early 2022 (with the cut-off date for submitting evidence
likely to be late in 2020). A key challenge is how to address the evidence gaps identified by the
Adaptation Sub-Committee of the Committee on Climate Change whilst they were compiling the
evidence report for the second CCRA. The presentation will set up the research challenge in bringing
science, socio-economics and methodologies together to build the evidence base for the third CCRA.
The release of a new set of UK Climate Projections in 2018 (commissioned by Defra from the Met
Office) will provide an important input to new research for CCRA3. Particularly challenging is
understanding the complex interactions between climate risks and how they interact with other socioeconomic and environmental pressures, requiring a multidisciplinary approach to these questions.
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Conference attendees are invited to visit the linked poster session to share ideas and proposals for
future work to fill the CCRA3 evidence gaps.
The state of our seas: monitoring then, now and in the future
David Righton, Cefas
The marine environment provides a range of ecosystem services including food, health, energy and
leisure. Coastal ecosystems protect landward areas from the sea and soak up CO 2, while coastlines
and beaches provide a scenic and enjoyable place to visit for tourists and residents. Unfortunately,
human activities apply pressure to the marine environment that can lead to impacts upon the structure
and function of ecosystems, decreasing resilience and degrading the value of the services that the
marine environment provides.
The UK has a clear vision for seas that are clean, safe, healthy, productive and biologically diverse;
measuring our marine environment against these criteria is therefore an important and ongoing task.
However, the marine environment is complex, diverse and dynamic. Measuring and monitoring the state
of the marine environment is equally complex, requiring innovative methods and assessments to
provide evidence that helps to guide operational and strategic management of human activities.
The evolution of methods of assessing the marine environment has embraced innovative marine
science and technology and now delivers an ever broadening perspective on the state of our seas.
Case studies will be used to illustrate how recent innovations such as genomics, automated vehicles
and satellite technology could help to e.g. quantify marine ecosystem biodiversity, deduce the patterns
and dynamics of marine productivity, and help to map and quantify water quality.
Integrating new methods such as these, while maintaining existing techniques that work well, is a
continual process amid increasing demands for information. The challenge of adopting increasingly
integrated, multidisciplinary monitoring programmes that deliver the complex and robust evidence
required to safeguard our seas is significant, and will require technological innovation coupled with
changes in the way that stakeholders relate and communicate.
Marine Protected Areas and evidence needs: identification to management
Beth Stoker, JNCC
A better understanding of the marine environment and ensuring its effective management is one of the
areas of research interest for the Defra group. Within this broad area of research interest, one of the
specific issues is in meeting the evidence needs of Marine Protected Areas (MPAs).
In the UK, approximately 23% of our waters are currently within MPAs. There are 105 Special Areas of
Conservation (SACs) with marine components, 102 Special Protection Areas (SPAs) with marine
components, 56 Marine Conservation Zones and 30 Nature Conservation Marine Protected Areas. A
substantial collaborative programme of marine survey work has developed over the last 10 – 12 years
within the Defra group to deliver the evidence needs for MPA policy and decision makers.
The East of Haig Fras Marine Conservation Zone is used to demonstrate how the evidence needs, and
therefore the type of evidence required, can change with the different decision points in the MPA
management cycle. Examples of successes and failures in following evidence standards and quality
controls are provided; and the consequences this can have for decision makers.
The characteristics of MPAs in the UK are discussed and how they can result in management
challenges. Finally, future evidence and research priorities for MPAs are identified.
Delivering evidence in partnership with academia – Experience from the Marine Management
Organisation
Adam Cook, Marine Management Organisation
In a world of diminishing budgets but an increase in the need to ensure decisions are informed by robust
evidence it is essential to consider alternative delivery mechanisms to obtain the scientific information
needed to support operational delivery. The academic community is also increasingly being assessed
for the impact their research is having on society. Therefore, there is significant potential and benefit
in increasing the collaboration between academia and those working in policy development and
implementation. However, the biggest challenge that must be overcome is how to share the evidence
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needs with researchers and how to increase awareness of the cutting edge science that has yet to be
implemented in decision making.
Two key activities undertaken by the Marine Management Organisation (MMO) will be presented that
have increased awareness of our evidence needs within the academic community and facilitated greatly
increase collaboration. The first of these activities has been the publication of evidence delivery plans
indicating what our requirements are, how the information will be used and any previous work we are
aware of giving academics a clear pathway to impact for their research. The second activity is the
establishment of two Knowledge Exchange Fellowships with the Natural Environment Research Council
(NERC) to review current and recently completed scientific research and consider how this could be
used within a governance framework to advance the uptake of fundamental science into marine
management in England. More details will be provided about these two activities including lessons
learned to date.
Defra Science Showcase Session 4 – 29th March 16:00 – 16:30
Science into policy on a global scale: case study of the IPBES assessment of pollinators,
pollination and food production (Presentation)
Andy Stott, Defra
The Intergovernmental Platform for Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) completed its first
assessment on pollinators, pollination and food production in February 2016. This assessment was
prepared and reviewed by hundreds of scientists from all regions of the world, including a co-chair and
four lead authors from the UK. The key findings were reviewed and approved by over 100 governments
that are members IPBES.
The key messages of the IPBES pollinator assessment include:
•

It is estimated that 5-8 per cent of current global crop production, with an annual market value
of $235 billion-$577 billion worldwide, is directly attributable to animal pollination.

•

The vast majority of pollinator species are wild, including more than 20,000 species of bees,
some species of flies, butterflies, moths, wasps, beetles, thrips, birds, bats and other
vertebrates.

•

Wild pollinators have declined in occurrence and diversity (and abundance for certain species)
at local and regional scales in North West Europe and North America.

•

A number of features of current intensive agricultural practices threaten pollinators and
pollination.

These findings were transmitted to the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) which decided at its
Conference of the Parties in December 2016 to provide guidance to governments on policy actions to
address drivers of pollinator declines and improve the conservation and sustainable use of pollinators.
Defra launched a National Pollinator Strategy in 2014 and is currently using the key messages from
IPBES and guidance from CBD as a checklist to review its actions. The UK Government has joined an
international Coalition of the Willing on pollinators to help share information and best practice.
New IPBES assessments will be issued for Government and expert review in the next few months and
the academic community and policy users in Government are invited to participate in the review to help
ensure the highest quality products.
Meeting the challenges of understanding TB dynamics in badgers and cattle (Presentation)
Dez Delahay, APHA
The management of disease transmission amongst livestock and wildlife populations is a major global
challenge. Bovine tuberculosis is the most serious endemic disease of livestock in the United Kingdom
(UK) where its management is confounded by the presence of infection in the European badger (Meles
meles). The persistence and spread of infection in badger populations is the collective result of badger
physiology, behaviour, demography and interactions with their environment. Understanding how these
processes influence patterns of disease risks for badgers and cattle across the landscape, and
predicting the responses of both populations to management interventions is critical to the development
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of effective disease control strategies. Tackling these complex questions requires multi-disciplinary
teams and access to sufficient resources to undertake challenging field studies and analysis of complex
datasets. Through a highly productive partnership between a Governmental science agency and
academic partners we have used the technical knowledge, data and other strategic resources held by
APHA to leverage access to complementary expertise and novel funding streams. As a result recent
collaborative studies on social networks, foraging behaviour, life history strategies and TB progression
in badgers have provided insights into the drivers of disease risk in their populations, which may also
inform the development of practical and sustainable approaches to disease control.
Meat speciation and quantitation at LGC – a spotlight on Defra funded work (Presentation)
Gavin Nixon, LGC and Sophie Rollinson, Defra
Protecting consumers/business from fraud and ensuring they have confidence in the food they buy is
vital to achieve Defra’s vision for a world-leading food and drink industry. Providing effective tools to
guard against foods being mislabelled is key to protecting all stakeholders and ensuring we have a
competitive and resilient food sector. In 2013 the issue of food adulteration was clearly highlighted in
a global food fraud incident where significant amounts of horse DNA were found in meat products.
Accurate analytical methods to determine the level of undeclared ingredients were at the heart of the
incident response.
This presentation and associated poster highlights the impact of Defra funded projects where LGC
took a lead in addressing challenging meat speciation and quantitation issues. As part of the UK
Government’s response to the horse meat incident, LGC (funded by Defra) provided advice on
sensitivity limits associated with DNA kits which supported high profile national/international meat
authenticity surveys, and developed a pioneering real-time PCR approach for the quantitation of
horse DNA, applicable to both raw and processed foods and resulting in the publication of an SOP
and RSC paper. This work was discussed with the EC and regarded as an example of best
measurement practice, with the UK leading the way. A Defra Knowledge Transfer event helped
disseminate guidance on the method’s use to UK Public Analyst laboratories. The method’s fitness for
purpose was further demonstrated through a successful FSA funded international collaborative trial
which also underlined the method’s potential applicability within the international standardisation
system.
Emerging analytical technologies will also play a crucial role in protecting consumers and industry
from food fraud. Non-targeted, multi-analyte methods such as Next Generation Sequencing (NGS)
and Multispectral Imaging (MSI) have the potential to quickly identify and characterise problem foods
before they even enter the food chain.
Overall, this Defra funded work has supported UK Government food policies and legislation, built
capabilities within the food testing network and provided a foundation to deal with future authenticity
challenges.
A new era in brucellosis diagnosis and control
John McGiven, APHA
Brucellosis is a zoonotic disease with global impact. Many regions of the world have endemic disease
and even those that are free still conduct surveillance. Reduction, eradication and maintaining freedom
of disease requires vaccination followed by serology. Both have significant flaws. Foremost amongst
these is the occurrence of non-negative serological results from uninfected animals. In disease free
regions and countries (such as the GB) these reactions are due to infection with unrelated but cross
reactive bacteria. They result in follow up actions that are costly to governments and the livestock
industry. In regions where vaccination is applied the reactions are due to vaccinal antibodies. This
impedes the concurrent serological testing that is required for eradication.
Both problems stem from the unbreakable reliance upon the major surface antigen of Brucella (the Opolysaccharide) for effective diagnosis and vaccination. We have developed an innovative approach to
discover and dissect the intertwined antibody epitopes on this antigen and manipulated them to develop
novel diagnostic antigens that improve the specificity of serodiagnosis in GB. A different selection of
epitopes improves the resolution between vaccine induced antibodies and those induced by true
infection.
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Our unique (and patented) knowledge steered us towards a true DIVA (differentiates infected from
vaccinated animals) vaccine. Combining the diagnostic antigens described above, one as the vaccine
the other as the diagnostic, we have demonstrated a solution that has eluded decades of research by
others. New vaccines are badly needed and the complementary nature of this research and
development supports the diagnostic applications beneficial to the UK.
Gathering evidence to inform Salmonella control in pigs
Sarah Evans on behalf of Richard Smith, APHA
Salmonella is a widespread bacterial pathogen that can infect a variety of animals, including man, and
the prevalence of Salmonella in UK pigs is amongst the highest in Europe. Control programmes are
currently focused on abattoir hygiene and testing to demonstrate acceptable standards for control of
Salmonella at slaughter and in further processing. Reducing the prevalence of infected pigs at slaughter
contributes to minimising contamination of pig meat and edible offal for human consumption, and byproducts that are used in raw pet food, as the slaughter process alone cannot deal with high levels of
contamination. Slaughter hygiene–based interventions also do not address the environmental
contamination and infection of other animals caused by pig farms.
Previous studies have shown a large number of pig farm factors associated with Salmonella prevalence
and variable effectiveness of specific interventions, suggesting that control is multifactorial and that a
uniform control strategy for the wide variety of pig farm types in the UK would not be appropriate. The
lack of robust evidence provided from British pig farms and variable representativeness of monitoring
shown in earlier farm sero-surveillance programme may have contributed to a lack of belief amongst
farmers in their ability to control Salmonella.
This project was tasked with investigating whether farms have maintained low prevalence over a
number of years and how such farms differ from others. The project also investigated the effectiveness
of control options, including: vaccination; movement of outdoor site; and improved cleaning and
disinfection. These trials were to provide evidence of the effectiveness of control measures for specific
farm types and to define the most cost-effective methods. Findings from these trials and risk-factor
analyses will help form a toolbox of control options from which a combination of interventions can be
selected that is most suitable for a specific farm.
Disease diagnosis in resource poor situations. A novel, rapid, disposable device for point of
decision testing.
Andrew Soldan, APHA
Following the 2001 FMD outbreak The Royal Society ‘Infections Diseases in Livestock’ report
recommended that after confirmation of the index case ‘modern diagnostic methods, including penside
tests, need to be developed that can shift the burden of diagnostics to veterinarian on the farm.’
This poster describes the drivers for change in diagnostics and the key requirement for such point of
decision tests. In response to this need APHA Scientific has developed the AMPlite testing platform.
Extensive multi-disciplinary collaboration between research institutes and commercial companies was
a very important part of the development process.
AMPlite uses a sealed disposable plastic unit to undertake isothermal amplification of target DNA/RNA
with a lateral flow device (LFD) display of results using a small, low cost heating unit. An internal
amplification control is included as part of the standard test. The sealed disposable unit removes the
risk of amplified products contaminating future tests which, up to now, has been a major problem when
using molecular diagnostics with LFD read out of results. Sensitive and specific results can be obtained
within 45 minutes by users with no specialist training.
The testing platform has completed its initial prototyping phases, including being used in Africa for FMD
diagnosis. APHA is currently working with several private diagnostic companies to enable full
commercialisation and wide scale availability for both veterinary and human diagnostics.
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The UK Food Authenticity Programme
Sophie Rollinson, Defra
Food authenticity and food fraud are high on the agenda, in particular following the horsemeat issue in
the UK: consumers need to be informed about and have trust in the content of their food and where it
comes from. Protecting consumers, supporting the integrity, maintaining the resilience and
competiveness of the food chain and preventing fraudulent practices such as the deliberate adulteration
of food are important and challenging issues facing policy makers, regulators, enforcers and the food
industry alike nationally. Maintaining our strong reputation in delivering high standards of traceability is
vital in ensuring consumer confidence in the food they buy and making Britain a food nation renowned
across the globe.
The UK food authenticity programme is world-leading, having produced novel scientific methods, such
as proteomics, to enforce accurate labelling practice. Food fraud covers a broad spectrum of labelling
mis-description issues including misleading claims about food quality, composition, geographic origin
and method of production. This presents a plethora of technical challenges in terms of the analytical
tools needed to verify food description. Ensuring that methods are robust enough to provide data
interpretation to support food law enforcement is also a critical element in the development of analytical
tools.
Food fraud is constantly changing, driven by the economic climate, availability of raw materials and
ingredients, regulatory developments and wider environmental impacts.
Defra continues to be committed to tackling future scientific challenges to develop cutting edge
technology that is available and practical, transferable and cost-effective methods for use by enforcers
and the food industry alike. These methods also need to overcome challenges around analytical
uncertainty and quantitation and demanding processing conditions. Better harmonisation of methods
and databases and method standardisation is also needed to tackle food fraud.
Improving the sustainability and competitive position of the UK beef industry through
selective breeding
Kim Matthews and Lucy Dorey-Robinson, Defra
Livestock production is a major contributor to global greenhouse gas (GHG) production from agriculture.
Feed conversion efficiency in the pig, poultry and dairy sectors has made significant improvements
through genetic progress. For example, commercial broiler chickens require 25% less feed to produce
a kilogram of body weight gain, with 1% reduction in GHG emissions per year over the last 20 years.
Conversely, there has been less progress in the beef sector. A Defra funded scoping study (2012)
suggested that genetic improvement of beef cattle, particularly the improvement of feed use efficiency,
could make a substantial contribution to improving the economic and environmental impact of UK beef
cattle production. The study demonstrated potential to reduce GHG emissions from the beef sector by
22% and increase farm level profits by 39% by recording feed intake (potential of £31M in cumulative
increase in profit for UK commercial farms). With the assistance of AHDB, Defra have since funded a
beef genetic improvement programme to establish a national programme for measuring beef cattle feed
intake and demonstrate the relative benefits and costs. The study aims to: establish a partnership of
parties affected by the development of a national beef improvement programme (researchers, industry,
government and farms) to agree industry-wide protocols for measuring feed efficiency: collect extensive
cattle data, establishing a network for national feed intake recording and develop business models for
continued recording of data post-project. Overall, the project will provide the tools required for the whole
UK beef industry to adopt breeding for feed efficiency, with the goal for the UK to become a world leader
in beef genetics to attract international investment, and as a major player, in helping to meet global
challenges such as food security through sustainable intensification. This project is expected to be
completed by 2019.
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Defra’s crop genetic improvement networks – engines of innovation and an essential prebreeding resource
Kim Hammond-Kosack, Rothamsted Research, on behalf of Martin Cannell, Defra
Defra’s departmental strategy sets out an ambition for the UK to be a world leading farming nation,
and to provide a cleaner, healthier environment, benefitting people and the economy. Improving the
sustainability and resilience of crop production, in the face of considerable economic and
environmental challenge, is central to these objectives. Industry breeding programmes tend to have a
broad focus on selecting crop varieties with greater yields and improved quality, because these traits
are more readily linked to the financial return on any investment made in the research pipeline. This
means that the development of crops possessing characteristics that might improve the resilience and
sustainability of production (for example resistance to biotic and abiotic stresses), whilst very
desirable from a ‘public good’ perspective, do not receive as much attention as commercial breeding
targets. This so-called market failure with respect to ‘sustainability traits’ is one of the underlying
principles addressed by Defra’s four crop genetic improvement networks (GINs).
These provide a research platform for the delivery of tools, resources, bioinformatics information and
expertise for the identification of naturally occurring (useful) genetic variation in the characteristics of
key food-producing species and their relatives, thereby facilitating the introduction of beneficial traits
into wheat, oilseed rape, pulse crops and vegetables.
The GINs also act as ‘engines of innovation’ giving rise to multiple and diverse areas of research which
are taken up by breeders and other funding agencies. For example, it has been estimated that £3M
invested in the wheat GIN alone, between around 2004-2014, has given rise to new funding worth
around £40M from project partnerships with LINK, BBSRC, HGCA/AHDB, SAFIP, ERC, CIRC and Agritech. Farmers have benefited directly, for example from the identification of varieties that show
enhanced resistance to the orange wheat blossom midge and the take-all root infecting fungus. The
other GINs have been similarly successful at fostering new funding partnerships thereby accelerating
the process by which new traits are identified, characterised and introduced into breeding programmes.
A few selected examples of specific trait targets that have been addressed as a result of such synergy
include: turnip yellows virus resistance in oilseed rape, stem nematode resistance in beans, quality vs
yield in legumes, downy and powdery mildew resistance in peas and beans, feed quality and novel food
uses in peas, fusarium detection and resistance in onion, post-harvest quality in lettuce, fusarium
detection and resistance, septoria resistance, drought tolerance, bread making quality and resistance
to wheat blossom midge and take-all in wheat.
Integrated solutions for multiple benefits: Developing the evidence base for a sustainable
Wales
Kathryn Monk, Natural Wales
Wales continues to implement its legislative framework for sustainable management of natural
resources and to strengthen efforts to tackle key intergenerational challenges like climate change.
Three landmark Acts have a key focus to improve the appreciation at all levels of society of the full
value of natural resources and ecosystems and their benefits (monetised and non-monetised), and
include these in decision-making processes.
The State of Natural Resources Report (SoNaRR) is the first of its kind in Wales. It sets out the state of
Wales’ natural resources and assesses the extent to which natural resources in Wales are being
sustainably managed, and recommends a proactive approach to building resilience. For first time, the
resilience of Welsh natural resources is linked to the well-being of the people of Wales. We look at how
pressures on Wales’ natural resources are resulting in risks and threats to long-term social, cultural,
environmental and economic well-being, as set out in the Well-Being of Future Generations (Wales)
Act 2015. A number of key opportunities emerge to both maintain and enhance the resilience of
ecosystems so that the benefits for well-being can be optimised. Throughout the report, we indicate our
level of confidence in the evidence and methods of evidence synthesis used, and we highlight the gaps.
We must now handle data in new categories, obtain new data, improve assessment and reporting
processes, and use new models. In particular, we must take a more strategic approach to data collection
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for SoNaRR 2020, and agree on methods to value and compare options for specific interventions
particularly to enable all parts of the public sector in Wales to play its part. We are actively seeking and
developing lines of focus with other government agencies and evidence providers to progress this.
Rosewood – CITES and illegal timber trade
Noeleen Smyth, Kew
A huge increase in the demand for luxury timbers for furniture and musical instruments has led to
increased demand for rosewood timbers. International demand is driving systematic illegal logging
across Africa and Madagascar, Asia, and North & South America. In West Africa, the “rosewoods” have
been coined as ‘blood timbers’ owing to the trade’s connections with illegal wildlife trafficking and rebel
groups.
The Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) is an
international agreement between governments whose aim is to ensure that international trade does not
threaten the survival of wild plants and animals. The 17th Conference of the Parties, known as
CoP17, took place in South Africa in September 2016. The focus was on combatting the illegal wildlife
trade. Illegal wildlife crime is the fourth most illicit trade in the world after drugs, human and arms
trafficking, and estimated to be worth $20 billion annually (UNEP, 2016). The first report on illegal wildlife
crime from the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime unit (UNDOC, 2016) highlighted that the
illegal trade in rosewood timbers represents about 35% of the total illegal trade – greater than elephants
(18%), reptiles (9%) and rhinos (3%). This concern for rosewood timbers, prompted the listing of various
rosewood genera on CITES. The main 'rosewood' Dalbergia spp. (287 species) (The Plant List, 2016)
found in trade was listed at genus level. African range states listed additional “rosewood” species
including Pterocarpus erinaceus, Guibourtia tessmanni, G. demeusei & G. pellegriniana, which were
also added to CITES Appendix II which means trade is allowed but is carefully regulated. New timber
identification technologies which can be used at border posts and frontiers is urgently required in order
to ensure that the trade is rosewood and other wild sourced tropical timbers is carefully monitored.
Defra Science Showcase Session 6 – 30th March 13:35-14:00
New paradigms to solve the aquaculture disease crisis – a key focus for aquatic food security
Grant Stentiford, Cefas
Seafood (including fish, invertebrates and algae) is the most highly traded of all food commodities,
playing a key role in nutritional and financial security, particularly in developing economies. With a rising
global population ($9bn by 2050), an expanding middle income sector and, a flat-lining capture fishery,
aquaculture production must double over the same period to satisfy increasing demand. Despite this
need, infectious diseases, caused by an array of pathogens ranging from viruses to parasites are
responsible for major yield-limitation from current production (exceeding $6bn pa-1). In certain sectors
(e.g. shrimp), infectious diseases have historically caused devastating economic and social impacts,
with direct and indirect costs exceeding 40% of the total global capacity. Recently, emergent diseases,
often with increasingly cryptic causes, have collapsed production in major aquaculture nations across
Asia, leading to recognition that disease imposes the major constriction on future expansion of the
industry to 2050. Increasingly globalised trading of seafood establishes net producer and net consumer
nations on which the effects related to yield-limiting pathogens will be increasingly felt. Here, I will outline
major impacts of disease on yield-limitation in an industry on which we are increasingly dependent for
our seafood. I will also propose a set of new paradigms, based upon our current research, that will need
to be considered (and applied) to create a sustainable aquaculture sector to 2050.
Molecular characterisation of colistin resistance in bacteria isolated from food animals
Muna Anjum, APHA
There is increasing concern regarding the acquisition of AMR genes through horizontal gene transfer
by commensal or zoonotic bacteria in animals, thereby contributing to the rise and spread of AMR,
which is limiting therapeutic options available for bacterial infections. Colistin, which has been used to
treat animal intestinal infections but is relatively toxic for man, is increasingly being used in human
medicine as a last resort treatment. Until recently only chromosomal mutations were thought to be
associated with bacterial resistance to colistin. However, the recent reporting from China of a plasmid
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mediated genetic mechanism encoding colistin resistance (mcr-1), demonstrated that resistance can
also be transferable between bacteria.
Following the initial finding there have been reports worldwide of the isolation of mcr-1 harbouring
Enterobacteriaceae from humans, animals and foodstuffs. In the UK, the Animal and Plant Health
Agency was first to detect the mcr-1 gene in bacteria from pigs from a farm in GB and worked closely
with risk managers to assess the potential risk posed to human health, facilitating appropriate risk
management procedures. Following this, we established the distribution of mcr-1 in Escherichia coli
isolated from targeted surveillance of pigs in GB in 2013-15 using real-time PCR. Whole genome
sequencing was performed on mcr-1-carrying E. coli to enable comparison of mcr-1 plasmids with those
isolates from humans in the UK, and globally from livestock, humans and foodstuffs. Additionally, whole
genome sequences available from other Gram-negative bacteria isolated from pigs and poultry in 20132016 were interrogated for the presence of mcr-1.
This work provided evidence of incursion of transferable colistin resistant Gram-negative bacteria in
only a small number of pig herds sampled in GB, and demonstrated the continued need for further
investigations on epidemiology and control options. The evidence contributed to urgent review on the
use of colistin in animals.
More surveillance for less – how post genomic technologies can improve our ability to deliver
effective biosecurity
Neil Boonham and Rick Mumford, Fera
Protecting our crops, woodlands and native plant species from new and emerging pests and pathogens
is a major challenge. The arrival of ash dieback in 2012 clearly demonstrated our vulnerability to the
threat of plant disease, further highlighted by the 800 plus species listed on the UK Plant Health Risk
Register. But as the risks grow, our ability to control is being eroded through the loss of chemical actives,
which are being withdrawn faster than they are being produced. Pesticide resistance is also further
reducing the crop protection armoury. Given these challenges, we need to develop better surveillance
systems that allow both the earlier detection of invasive species and help us make better decisions
about how we deploy our control measures more effectively. Working across a range of Defra and
Innovate UK funded projects including Future Proofing Plant Health and the LWEC Tree Health Initiative
Early Detection project, Fera has been exploring the use of novel molecular diagnostics to help us
achieve those goals. Recent advances in DNA amplification and sequencing technologies is changing
the way we view surveillance approaches. Next Generation Sequencing technology has opened the
door to a very broad approach, rather than focusing on individual threats, enabling us to profile all the
organisms in any sample type (e.g. plant, soil, air or water). It is also a disruptive technology breaking
down discipline boundaries enabling us to detect threats not just to plants, but also to animals or humans
using a single generic technology. Isothermal amplification on the other hand is enabling us to explore
automation in a way that hasn’t been possible with DNA technologies. Collectively these techniques
could be used to deliver more extensive surveillance programmes across traditional discipline
boundaries whilst doing so with much greater efficiency and reduced costs.
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Poster Displays
The bigger picture for conservation and geoscience
1. Six Big Questions for 21st Century Conservation Science
Will be presented in the form of a poster pitch in Defra Science Showcase Session 1, 29 th March
10:20 – 10:30.
2. Evidence statements to support Natural Environment policy development
Mark Stevenson, Defra
Good policy making aims to optimise environmental, economic and social benefits. Getting this balance
right is a complex process that requires assimilating evidence and opinion from a wide range of sources.
In order for evidence to have traction, it needs to be synthesised, put into non-specialist language and
set out with assumptions and uncertainties in a way that provides clarity and confidence to decision
makers.
In this poster, we demonstrate how scientific procedures were used to develop concise evidence
statements on the status of wildlife in the UK, on the causes of change in wildlife populations and on
the economic and social implications of these changes.
We used a combination of literature review and expert assessment to address a series of questions
posed by policy makers about how and why wildlife populations were changing in the UK, and why it
mattered.
The review provided an initial ‘long list’ of responses to the policy questions. A ‘Delphi’ panel of
independent experts was then established to review and refine the responses and agree a short list of
responses to incorporate into the statements. The panel also assigned a degree of confidence for each
statement, based on the strength of the evidence.
Generally there was strong agreement by the Delphi panel about the trends, but given the range of
biases and trends inherent in many wildlife datasets, most responses required significant caveats.
Drivers of change were generally clear from the published literature, but their relative importance or
timescales over which they operate were not. There is little published evidence linking changes in
species populations to ecosystem function or to changes in the provision of ecosystem services,
although there was some agreement that data on changes to pollinating insect populations, could be
used as a proxy for pollination service.
3. Monitor of engagement with the Natural Environment – supporting delivery and policy for
the new conservation agenda
Will be presented in the form of a poster pitch in Defra Science Showcase Session 1, 29th March
10:20 – 10:30.
4. Geodiversity and geoscience: their role in delivering environmental, social and economic
benefit
Colin Prosser, Natural England
Geodiversity, the natural range (diversity) of geological (rocks, minerals, fossils), geomorphological
(landforms, topography, physical processes), soil and hydrological features, is an integral part of the
natural environment. This geodiversity, and the geoscience it supports, play a fundamental role in
helping us to understand and manage the natural environment, generating a range of social and
economic benefits in the process. Geodiversity is the ‘stage’ on which we live, influencing the character
of our landscapes and the nature and distribution of natural resources, settlement, land use and habitat
type. Study of geodiversity provides us with evidence of more than 700 million years of environmental
and climatic change, a chronical of the evolution of life and an understanding of the dynamic
geomorphological processes that have shaped, and continue to shape, the world around us.
Geodiversity is an internationally important part of our natural heritage; a reflection of the rich variety of
our geology and the role played by geoscientists in Britain in describing and understanding it. Evidence
and advice relating to geodiversity and the application of geoscience is accessible to government
through the British Geological Survey, the Environment Agency, the National Soil Resources Institute
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and Natural England, as well as through partnership working with the research community, learned
societies and local geological and geoconservation groups.
This poster illustrates how Natural England and its partners apply evidence in order to identify,
conserve, manage and promote nationally and internationally important geodiversity features and sites.
Using three examples, it illustrates how protected geodiversity sites and research undertaken on them,
contribute to our understanding of the natural environment and to planning for climate change, support
construction projects and the training of engineers, and generate social and economic benefit through
underpinning UNESCO World Heritage Sites and Global Geoparks and the geotourism associated with
them.
Environmental Quality
5. Considering Evidence: The approach taken by the Hazardous substances Advisory
committee in the UK
Chris D. Collins*1, Michelle Baddeley2, Gill Clare1, Richard Murphy3, Susan Owens4, Sophie Rocks5
*Corresponding Author 1University of Reading, 2University College London, 3University of Surrey,
4University of Cambridge, 5Cranfield University
The Hazardous Substances Advisory Committee (HSAC) provides expert advice to UK officials,
Ministers and other relevant bodies on the protection of the environment, and human health via the
environment, from potentially hazardous substances and articles. Hazardous substances are often the
subject of controversy, on which individuals, and different groups in society, hold divergent views. This
paper details the approach taken by HSAC when considering the evidence to provide advice on
hazardous substances. Firstly HSAC reviews the range of evidence and determines its quality
considering: transparency of aims, the methodology and results, completeness, independent review
and accessibility. HSAC does not follow one explicit methodology as the wide range of hazardous
substances we consider means they need to be addressed on a case by case basis.
Most notably HSAC considers the evidence in the wider context, being aware of factors that influence
individuals in their decision making when receiving a HSAC opinion e.g. trust in the source of the
evidence, defensibility, conformity to a ‘world view’ and framing. HSACs also reflect on its own
perspectives with the aim of addressing bias by the diversity of its membership. The Committee's
intention, in adopting this rounded approach, is to reach opinions that are robust, relevant and
defensible.
6. Tools for Screening the Risks to Soil and Human Health from Applying Waste to Land
Ian Martin, and Mat Davis, Environment Agency
Healthy soils are important to a sustainable environment. They store carbon, produce food and timber,
filter water, and support wildlife and natural landscapes. Recycling of waste and waste-derived
materials to farmland is an important source of soil improvers. Around 6.4 million tonnes of organic
materials including municipal green-waste compost are applied annually to agricultural land in the UK.
Using them reduces costs to industry and farmers, and improves resource efficiency. However, it is
vital that recovery does not cause unacceptable harm to human health, crops and livestock, and/or the
wider environment. While recovery improves many beneficial aspects of our soils, they can also
introduce and increase existing levels of biological and chemical contaminants.
The Environment Agency regulates the spreading of wastes to farmland under the Environmental
Permitting Regulations 2010. These regulations help ensure that the potential agronomic and economic
benefits from recovery are balanced against the broader human health and environmental risks.
Development of a sound evidence base is crucial to effective regulation. Existing guidance, such as
the Code of Practice for Agriculture Use of Sewage Sludge, is over 20 years old. It predates new
evidence on existing and emerging hazards including persistent organic pollutants, microplastics, and
anti-microbial resistance. As waste streams become more complex and the drive for recovery to land
increases, it is important that the evidence considers not only the immediate needs of effective
regulation, but also looks ahead to the medium and longer term. Once soils are damaged the effects
may be irreversible for many decades.
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This poster describes a range of outputs from our work programme to improve the robustness and
efficiency of our regulatory assessments of landspreading activities including the Waste Applied to
Land: Environmental Risk (WALTER) tool and revisions to Soil Screening Values for screening risks to
soil ecology and function.
7. Field scale modelling of agricultural nitrate losses to groundwater using the Nitrate
Leaching Tool
This will be presented in the form of a poster pitch in Defra Science Showcase Session 2, 29th March
12:20 – 12:40.
8. High time resolution PM chemical speciation and source apportionment
David C. Green and Frank J. Kelly, King’s College London
Ambient particulate matter (PM) has well known detrimental impacts on human health and is a
recognised climate forcer. It is emitted from sources, such as traffic and industry, and is formed by the
atmospheric processing of gaseous precursors released from both anthropogenic and natural
sources. For compliance with UK and European legislation, this is measured as the mass of PM10
(particles < 10µm in diameter) and PM2.5 (particles < 2.5µm in diameter). However, discriminating
between different sources of PM is only achievable using measurements of its chemical or physical
attributes.
Recent advances in measurement instrumentation have resulted in the ability to measure the chemical
composition of PM at a high time resolution (every 1 hour or less) without the need for costly and time
consuming laboratory analysis. The high time resolution outputs provide the required variability in
source contributions in shorter time periods; this allows for a campaign-based measurement approach
to assess different locations. Furthermore, the improved reliability of these instruments enables long
term studies to assess trends. This has enabled the contribution of different sources to PM 10 and PM2.5
to be more comprehensively understood.
The source apportionment process used is data-driven, requiring no a-priori knowledge of the
contributing sources. As well as quantifying known sources, it has led to the identification and
quantification of sources in the urban environment which were previously unidentified or thought to be
unimportant. These include wood-burning and cooking which have been shown to contribute
substantially to the mass of PM2.5 in urban environments in the UK and around the world.
The more widespread use of these source apportionment techniques will lead to more robust policy
development as well as the ongoing policy evaluation required to ensure progress towards compliance
with regulations.
9. Explaining the science behind environmental protection and fracking
This will be presented in the form of a poster pitch in Defra Science Showcase Session 2, 29 th March
12:20 – 12:40.
10. Bioaerosols from Environment Agency-regulated sites
Rob Kinnersley, Kerry Walsh, Rupert Standring, Kathy Nicholls and Mella O’Driscoll, Environment
Agency
Concerns have arisen that public health might be at risk from bacteria and fungi arising from commercial
composting and other biowaste facilities. We have worked with PHE, academic and commercial
partners to identify what levels of exposure to bioaerosol might be harmful, what contribution biowaste
facilities might make to the bioaerosol exposure of people living nearby, and how emissions can be
mitigated. With our data we have developed a regulatory position to mitigate possible impacts on public
health while minimizing the financial and regulatory burden on operators.
A literature survey indicated that there is evidence of health effects from exposure to high
concentrations of bioaerosol in some occupational situations, but it is not clear whether measurable
harm occurs at the lower concentrations typically found downwind of biowaste sites. A precautionary
approach to regulation was therefore deemed necessary, under which biowaste sites would not
contribute significantly to ambient exposure. Through measurement campaigns we found that
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bioaerosol concentrations approached background levels by 250m downwind but were elevated within
this distance. Epidemiological studies confirmed that no statistically significant health impacts were
seen in people living this far from sites. Controls are necessary where people live or work within this
distance. We have worked to standardize bioaerosol measuring methods for such regulatory situations,
working with the industry to ensure “buy-in” to a protocol that is fit-for-purpose but practical and
proportionate in cost.
Our measurements showed that containment of biowaste processes mitigated bioaerosol emissions.
We found that biofilters, often claimed to reduce bioaerosol as well as odour, are variable in their
performance and not necessarily an effective mitigation for both simultaneously. Stacks can be used to
reduce ground level exposures, and we have developed a standard protocol for bioaerosol monitoring
in stacks.
We are now looking to improve bioaerosol monitoring and investigating bioaerosol emissions from
regulated Intensive Farming sites.
11. Bio-monitoring of fine sediment impacts
Judy England, Environment Agency
Fine sediment in rivers varies naturally both in type and quantity and is an important part of river
systems. However excess amounts can cause damage to the health of aquatic ecosystems. It can
clog the spaces between the gravel and pebbles of river beds which prevents, or reduces, fish spawning
and egg survival especially for sensitive species such as salmon, shad, freshwater pearl mussel and
native crayfish. Excess fine sediment is one of the top reasons for failure of the Water Framework
Directive (WFD) and can act in combination with other pressures such as morphology, chemicals,
nutrients and contaminants. It is imperative we understand and assess the impacts of the excess fine
sediment on river life.
We need monitoring tools to detect the impact of excess fine sediments and the effectiveness of
measures put in place to address the pressure. Over the past few years Defra and Environment Agency
research has developed invertebrate metrics to help assess the biological impacts. We are working with
University academics to trial and test these metrics to evaluate what they can tell us both singularly and
in combination.
We are assessing the potential of an index for development into a WFD classification. We are testing
the performance of the most promising index and its specificity to sediment across a wide range of UK
sites which have demonstrable specific pressures. The work will take us a step closer to developing a
biological classification for the assessment of fine sediment pressure.
This poster describes how a range of outputs from our research will enable us to assess the impacts of
excess fine sediment, to identify where it is causing issues and to target management actions.
12. Risk management of two cyclic siloxanes
Sara Martin, Environment Agency
The Chemical Assessment Unit (CAU) of the Environment Agency (EA) has been assessing the
properties and environmental impact of two cyclic siloxanes. They are mainly used as building blocks
in the production of silicone polymers, but also have a number of minor uses including in cosmetic
products. They are persistent, bioaccumulative and toxic, or very persistent and very bioaccumulative
so we targeted risk management investigations on uses that can lead to significant emissions to waste
water based on the information supplied by the manufacturers in their registration dossiers under the
Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation & restriction of CHemicals (REACH) Regulation.
Working in partnership with the manufacturers of the siloxanes and the formulators of cosmetic products
we gathered further cost, usage and emissions data. We evaluated this information to identify the main
sources of aquatic emissions. Using an environmental exposure model we used the usage and release
data to derive predicted environmental concentrations for comparison with monitoring data to check
that our source apportionment was sufficiently reliable. CAU then produced a restriction proposal under
REACH, with the assistance of an economic adviser in the Health & Safety Executive, to prevent these
substances from being used in wash-off cosmetic products at EU level.
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Industry are currently designing a voluntary monitoring programme to identify the current level of
releases to sewage treatment plants and to assess the success of the restriction once it is in force. We
are also evaluating potential alternative substances to ensure that risks are not increased.
13. 3D groundwater vulnerability and onshore oil and gas activities
This will be presented in the form of a poster pitch in Defra Science Showcase Session 2, 29th March
12:20 – 12:40.
14. Particle pollution from wood burning in mainland UK
This will be presented in the form of a poster pitch in Defra Science Showcase Session 2, 29 th March
12:20 – 12:40.
15. How would Defra identify a pharmaceutical of environmental concern?
This will be presented in the form of a poster pitch in Defra Science Showcase Session 2, 29 th March
12:20 – 12:40.
16. Applying recent scientific developments to improve regulation of metals in water
This will be presented in the form of a poster pitch in Defra Science Showcase Session 2, 29 th March
12:20 – 12:40.
Marine
17. Evidence needs for decommissioning within MPAs
This will be presented in the form of a poster pitch in Defra Science Showcase Session 2, 29 th March
12:20 – 12:40.
18. Decision making under uncertainty – advising on fishing opportunities in a complex and
uncertain world
This will be presented in the form of a poster pitch in Defra Science Showcase Session 2, 29 th March
12:20 – 12:40.
19. Testing where your fish comes from: A proof of concept
Katie St. John Glew and Clive Trueman, University of Southampton
We have developed a tool to retrospectively geolocate marine animals to their foraging locations, using
naturally occurring compounds (isotopes). When an animal forages, it acquires the isotopic signature
of its prey, which can be measured and used to determine where that individual was feeding. This is
done by comparing the isotopic composition of the animal to predictive environmental isotope reference
maps (isoscapes) of the North Sea. The regions with the highest probability values are classed as the
most likely areas of origin, or resource acquisition.
This technique can be used to support a range of ecosystem based management decisions such as
verifying fisheries catch locations, determining seabird overwinter foraging locations and providing
information on migration and foraging areas of data deficient species.
DNA technology and applications
20. Development of DNA-based methods for ecological monitoring
Kerry Walsh and Vicki Rhodes, Environment Agency
The Environment Agency is the competent monitoring authority in England for EU directives which
includes Water Framework Directive (WFD), Bathing Water Directive and the recently enforced
Regulation (1143/2014) on invasive alien (non-native) species. Monitoring informs our work to protect
and improve the environment. The monitoring data then directs the priorities and activities of our work
and helps to justify investment decisions.
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Biological quality elements such as fish, invertebrates, and algae are used to assess the ecological
status of a water body. Traditionally, the identification of organisms has required time-consuming
microscopy by highly skilled ecologists. In addition, some capture methods such as those used to
assess fish in lakes are labour intensive and can be harmful to the organism. We are therefore
investigating the development of innovative, automated, high-throughput DNA-based methods. These
methods could address some of the challenges faced by traditional methods and provide non-invasive,
operationally valid monitoring methods that could save us money in the future and provide deeper
insights into ecosystem biodiversity.
Working with the research community we have shown that using environmental DNA, which is
constantly shed by organisms into their surrounding environment, or DNA extracted directly from the
organism itself, is a promising cost-effective approach to ecological assessment. Our approach is to
combine the use of High Throughput DNA Sequencing technology with DNA barcodes, a method called
“metabarcoding”. It is based on the principle that a short defined piece of DNA can be used to represent
a specific species. This short piece of DNA from a specific gene becomes a unique “tag” or “DNA
barcode” which is used to taxonomically identify an organism and in some cases can provide an
estimation of their relative abundance. Our focus for development is on freshwater diatoms, fish,
macroinvertebrates and invasive species.
21. Developing DNA based technology for environmental applications
This will be presented in the form of a poster pitch in Defra Science Showcase Session 1, 29 th March
10:20 – 10:30.
22. Science to transform Great Crested Newt conservation in England
Andy Nisbet, Natural England
The Great Crested Newt (GCN) is a European protected species. The animals, their eggs, breeding
sites and resting places are protected by law. Natural England has worked with a range of partners on
new tools and approaches that will both improve the conservation of this important species and the
efficiency of development planning and decision making.
The first stage was the development of a new method for detecting the presence of GCN using
environmental DNA (eDNA). This was then compared to traditional survey methods and found to be a
highly effective method of determining presence or absence during the breeding season. It has since
become a standard tool for developers and their consultants.
The eDNA method has also been used successfully as part of PondNet, a national citizen science
project run by the Freshwater Habitats Trust with funding from the Heritage Lottery Fund and Natural
England.
The next stage began in 2015 when Natural England worked with Woking Borough Council to test a
new landscape scale approach to GCN licensing. Spatial modelling was undertaken using eDNA data
collected from ponds along with environmental variables, such as surrounding land cover and climate
data, to identify where development would have the highest impact on newt populations. Pond creation
and restoration and the creation of green corridors were proposed to compensate for the potential
residual impacts of development. Developers in the Borough were then given the opportunity to avoid
normal ecological requirements in relation to GCN, including those for survey and impact and
assessment, by contributing to these strategic conservation measures.
Natural England has recently been successful in securing substantial funding from the Department of
Communities and Local Government to roll out a strategic approach to GCN licencing which is likely to
transform GCN conservation in England.
23. Genome sequence and genetic diversity of European Ash Trees
This will be presented in the form of a poster pitch in Defra Science Showcase Session 1, 29 th March
10:20 – 10:30.
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24. A complex pathology of Acute Oak Decline is revealed using a novel systems approach to
investigation
This will be presented in the form of a poster pitch in Defra Science Showcase Session 1, 29 th March
10:20 – 10:30.
Food and Animal Health
25. Protein Analysis for meat speciation
M. Rosario Romero and Helen Grundy, Fera and Sophie Rollinson, Defra
Food labelling legislation demands detailed and reliable information about the contents of the food that
we eat. Moral, religious, ethical, dietary or health factors may influence consumer choice and it is
therefore critical that food labelling is correct. Enforcement authorities must have access to verification
technologies to confirm the accuracy of such information.
Following the horse meat crisis in 2013, Defra commissioned Fera to investigate the use of proteomics
methodology for meat speciation, with a focus on highly processed meat products, where existing DNAbased methods may not be reliable.
A database of unique peptides for horse, cow, pig, sheep, goat, chicken, donkey, turkey and rabbit has
been created. This database will be expanded by periodic updates and inclusion of additional species,
thus providing a tool for the detection of unexpected contaminating animal species in foods by nontargeted proteomics.
This database of species-unique peptide markers has been used for the analysis of meat mixtures.
Successful results have been obtained so far for processed horse meat and pork in a beef background,
achieving detection of
-

0.5% horse in beef

-

1% horse in 49% pork plus 50% beef

-

0.5% pork in beef

-

1% horse plus 1% pork in beef

Species-specific peptides have been identified as robust markers that could be used to design rapid
targeted methods for meat species identification and quantification.
Future steps:
1) Rapid quantitative mass spectrometry methods can be developed based on the speciesspecific marker peptides identified here. This type of method can be applied for routine testing
in laboratories that are equipped with bench top mass spectrometers.
2) The database of species-specific peptides can be used to test samples for unknown
contaminating species using a non-targeted workflow such as that followed in this work. The
ability to discover “unknowns” fills a gap that is currently not covered by PCR technologies.
26. Proteomics mass spectrometry method for the determination of the species of origin of
gelatine in foods.
Helen Grundy, Fera and Sophie Rollinson, and Defra
Gelatine is a component of a wide range of foods. It is manufactured as a highly processed by-product
of the meat industry, mainly from bovine and porcine bone and hide. Accurate food labelling enables
consumers to make informed decisions about their food. Since labelling of gelatines currently relies
heavily on due diligence involving a paper trail, there could be benefits in developing a reliable test
method for the consumer industries in terms of gelatine species of origin. We present a qualitative
method to determine the species origin of gelatines by peptide mass spectrometry methods.
Commercial gelatines and food products have been screened and found to contain undeclared species.
This analytical method could therefore support the food industry in terms of determining the species
authenticity of gelatine in foods and is commensurate with Defra’s aims to identify research and survey
needs that will help to protect consumers by addressing food fraud and misleading food labelling activity.
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Unique gelatine peptides have also been identified which have the potential to be used to develop rapid,
low cost, point-of-use tests which may be of value to the food industry.
27. A cross-sectional study of lying behaviour on 23 UK dairy farms: how much do cows lie
down and what management factors influence this behaviour?
Sophie Collins*1, Dan Gammon2, Jenny Gibbons3, Charlotte C. Burn1, Jacqueline M. Cardwell1, Richard
Vecqueray2 & Nick J. Bell1
*Corresponding Author, 1Royal Veterinary College , 2Evidence Based Veterinary Consultancy Ltd
Providing cows with adequate opportunity to lie down each day is important for dairy cow health, welfare
and milk production, allowing rest and rumination. Most research into dairy cow lying behaviour has
been conducted in North America, but we know relatively little about this in UK dairy cows. We aimed
to determine the average daily lying time of English dairy cows, how much lying time varies across
different cows and herds, and the impact of different management factors. Daily lying time was recorded
for 741 cows in 23 English dairy herds using electronic data loggers. Average daily lying time was 10.4
hours – although lying times varied substantially (between 2.8 and 16.9 hours) across cows. Herd
average daily lying times ranged from 7.4 to 11.8 hours. Cows at pasture (day and night) spent 3-4
hours less time lying down than fully or partly housed cows. Cows in straw yards had some of the
longest lying times, lying down ~1 hour longer than those in cubicles. Deep bedding also increased
lying in cubicle systems, with cows on deep bedded sand cubicles lying down ~1.5 hours more than
those on mat/mattress cubicles. Cubicle width and length were not found to influence lying time.
However, longer cubicles were associated with more transitions between lying and standing, which may
indicate greater ease in getting up and down. In summary, this study provides a useful ‘baseline’ picture
of daily lying time on English dairy farms. Findings suggest lying times can be very variable (both within
and across herds). In line with existing guidance, deep bedding and sufficient rising space represent
key factors for optimal dairy cow comfort.
28. Food fraud: meat speciation and quantitation – a spotlight on Defra funded science
This will be presented in the form of a poster pitch in Defra Science Showcase Session 4, 29 th March
16:00 – 16:30.
29. The UK Food Authenticity Programme
This will be presented in the form of a poster pitch in Defra Science Showcase Session 4, 29 th March
16:00 – 16:30.
30. Gathering evidence to inform Salmonella control in pigs
This will be presented in the form of a poster pitch in Defra Science Showcase Session 4, 29 th March
16:00 – 16:30.
31. UK greenhouse gas emissions are reduced through healthy and realistic dietary change
Rosemary Green*1,2, James Milner1, Alan Dangour1,2, Andy Haines1,2, Zaid Chalabi1, Anil Markandya3,
Joseph Spadaro3 and Paul Wilkinson1
*Corresponding author. 1London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, 2Leverhulme Centre for
Integrative Research on Agriculture and Health, 3Basque Centre for Climate Change
The UK has committed to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 80% relative to 1990 levels by
2050, and it has been suggested that this should include a 70% reduction in emissions from food.
Meeting this target is likely to require significant changes to diets, but the likely effect of these changes
on population nutritional intakes is currently unknown. However, the current average UK diets for men
and women do not conform to WHO dietary recommendations, and this presents an opportunity to
improve the nutritional content of diets while also reducing the associated GHG emissions. The results
of this study show that if, in the first instance, average diets among UK adults conformed to WHO
recommendations, their associated GHG emissions would be reduced by 17%. Further GHG emission
reductions of around 40% could be achieved by making realistic modifications to diets so that they
contain fewer animal products and processed snacks and more fruit, vegetables and cereals. However,
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our models show that reducing emissions beyond 40% through dietary changes alone will be unlikely
without radically changing current consumption patterns and potentially reducing the nutritional quality
of diets.
32. Improving the sustainability and competitive position of the UK beef industry through
selective breeding
This will be presented in the form of a poster pitch in Defra Science Showcase Session 4, 29 th March
16:00 – 16:30.
33. Evidence for updating feeding policies for pre-weaned dairy heifer calves in the UK
Clare Wathes and Charlotte Burn, Royal Veterinary College
The historical policy is to remove dairy calves from their dam within 24 h of birth and provide restricted
(rather than ad libitum) milk feeding until weaning onto a solid feed diet at around 6 weeks. Pre-weaned
calf mortality ranges from 0-15% between farms. Young calves are susceptible to diarrhoea and bovine
respiratory disease (BRD). BRD delays age at first calving (AFC) and increases the subsequent culling
rate. Our aim was to investigate the influence of calf nutrition pre-weaning on subsequent health and
performance. Data were obtained from three investigations on UK farms. In two prospective studies
500 calves from 19 and 11 herds respectively were recruited at birth and monitored for growth and
health. In Study 1 this continued until they either died or survived to their third lactation. In Study 2 they
were monitored until 7.5 months and their individual milk feed allowance was recorded. Study 3
surveyed 101 herds to determine calf rearing policies and their associated costs. The amount of milk
fed varied widely within and between herds, providing from 16-56 kg milk solids/calf from birth to
weaning. Receiving more milk increased calf weight gain from 0-9 weeks, whereas the number of weeks
with diarrhoea or BRD had a negative impact. The same farms experienced a high disease incidence
with 48.2% of individuals having diarrhoea and 46.5% with BRD. In calves receiving less milk, the BRD
had longer duration. Calves with a higher IGF1 concentration (indicating good metabolic health)
achieved a significantly younger AFC. Delaying AFC beyond 24 months increased the rearing cost by
£2.87/day. We conclude that feeding more milk promotes good growth and improves health, so having
both economic and welfare benefits. We recommend at least two and preferably more milk feeds per
day, providing a minimum of 625 g/day of milk solids.
34. Pathological observations of tick-borne fever and intercurrent bacterial infections in lambs
Roger Daniel*1 Amanda Carson2, and Carol Evans1
*Corresponding author. 1Wales Veterinary Science Centre, 2APHA
This investigation provides an example of the collaborative working between the Wales Veterinary
Science Centre (WVSC) and the Animal and Plant Health Agency (APHA), which is an executive
agency of DEFRA. The WVSC was set up following the implementation of changes recommended by
the review of DEFRA’s animal disease surveillance activities entitled ‘Surveillance 2014’. Surveillance
2014 was tasked with providing recommendations for animal disease surveillance that were affordable,
and provided better coverage of the farmed livestock industry in England and Wales, compared to the
then network of APHA Regional Laboratories.
The WVSC was part of the successful tender for farm animal disease surveillance in mid and north
Wales, granted by the APHA.
This investigation followed the death of eighteen lambs in a group of 250 ewes and lambs, following
turnout onto newly rented upland pasture in the spring of 2016. Three lambs were presented for post
mortem examination (PME), to the WVSC and found to have heavy tick infestations. Some of the
lesions found grossly at PME were similar to those described in a single lamb investigated by the
WVSC during the spring of 2015, from a different farm.
PME findings seen in these three lambs included enlarged spleen and lymph glands,, pneumonia,
fibrinous pericarditis, pleurisy, peritonitis and meningitis. Laboratory findings included a positive result
for Anaplasma phagocytophilum the causal organism of tick-borne fever (TBF), in all three lambs. What
was unusual in this outbreak, was the secondary infections with other bacteria, identified as either
Bibersteinia trehalosi or Staphylococcus intermedius. A. phagocytophilum suppresses the animal’s
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immune system, and is commonly associated with secondary bacterial infection different to the those
seen in this outbreak.
TBF and novel bacterial infections that cause high mortality, represent a potential re-emerging threat to
sheep flocks grazing tick infested pastures. Particularly if the sheep tick extends its habitat range
because of the effects of global warming. Warm wet climatic conditions favour the tick’s life cycle.
35. Molecular diagnosis in resource poor situations: A novel, rapid disposable device for point
of decision testing
This will be presented in the form of a poster pitch in Defra Science Showcase Session 4, 29 th March
16:00 – 16:30.
36. A new era in brucellosis diagnosis and control
This will be presented in the form of a poster pitch in Defra Science Showcase Session 4, 29th March
16:00 – 16:30.
37. Modelling the survival of avian influenza (AI) and Newcastle disease (ND) viruses in
commercial poultry scenarios
Sharon M. Brookes*, Caroline J. Warren; Karen Mansfield, Anita Puranik, Ian H. Brown, APHA
*Corresponding author
Avian influenza (AIV) and Newcastle disease viruses (NDV) are responsible for severe losses to the
poultry industry and their environmental persistence is critical for infection of birds. We assessed
survival variability as time taken (days) for virus titre to reduce by 10-fold at 30°C (D30) for nine AIV, four
avian paramyxovirus type 1 (APMV-1) strains. We demonstrated strain variability between the viruses
with D30 at 1.5-3.8 and 1.4-7.4 days respectively. The most robust survivors were LPAIV H7N9 D30 7.8
days, and an avirulent APMV-1, D30 11.4 days.
We modelled virus survival on poultry industry building materials and quantified viral infectivity at 21°C
(hours). Selected isolates survived on plastic and metal (days) but underwent rapid inactivation on wood
(minutes). Our findings suggest the type of building material used in poultry houses may have a dramatic
effect on the virus survival and on subsequent infection of susceptible poultry. We relate these survival
data to the infectious dose for poultry species, such correlates will lead to better risk analyses linked to
reduced burden of avian disease for the industry.
More recently we applied these methods to the H5N8 HPAI outbreak, with estimation of virus load in
meat. The virus decay constants for HPAIV H5 virus in chicken meat is ~13 days (D 4), when applied
to H5 viral quantities in duck meat at 2-6 logs10/gram (subclinical – fatal) these data allowed us to
estimate that it would take 26-78 days at 4°C for the virus to become undetectable. Research has also
shown that duck and turkey tissues have less H5N8 viral load than chicken and pheasants. This allows
us to advice veterinary public health policy, and industry on risks associated with poultry meat that may
have been infected with H5N8 and subsequent management by either destroying the product or
exceeding the virus decay times.
38. Detection and further molecular characterisation of anthelmintic resistance in Nematodirus
battus
Sian Mitchell, APHA
Nematodirus battus is an important nematode parasite found in the small intestine of lambs. It can
cause acute disease, typified by diarrhoea, and in severe cases even result in death of lambs. It has an
unusual epidemiology; historically eggs have required chilling followed by a period of warmer
temperatures in order to hatch to release their infective stage. However there is evidence that this is
changing.
The first instance of anthelmintic resistance in this parasite in the world was detected by the diagnostic
scanning surveillance service of the APHA and confirmed by collaboration with the Moredun Research
Institute. Further collaboration has elucidated the molecular basis of this resistance to the
benzimidazole class of anthelmintics and allowed investigations into its prevalence on a large number
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of farms across GB. Resistant alleles have been detected at a low prevalence but on a large number
of farms with several potential ‘focal regions’ of high level resistance identified. It has also enabled a
possible link between resistance development and changing hatching patterns to be investigated.
This is the first time that such tools have been used in the early stages of anthelmintic resistance
development and this will enable further detailed studies to be conducted that will also have wider
implications for parasite resistance to other anthelmintic classes.
Industry has been kept fully informed of findings.
39. Meeting the evidence challenge of the third UK Climate Change Risk Assessment
This will be presented in the form of a talk in Defra Science Showcase Session 3, 29th March 13:25 –
14:15.
40. Climate change policies and air pollution – impacts on health
Martin Williams, King’s College London
The poster presents an analysis of different pathways to meet the UK Climate Change Act target for
2050, of an 80% reduction in CO2 equivalent emissions on a base year of 1990. As well as making large
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, the Act represents a unique opportunity to make significant
improvements in air quality and public health as the UK energy and transport systems are decarbonised.
But not all policies would result in air pollution reductions; large increases in biomass burning for
example could offset potential gains made from cleaner energy use. Electrification of the car fleet could
significantly improve emissions of particulate matter and nitrogen oxides (NO x) from this source but
non-exhaust emissions are projected to increase as are average ozone concentrations in urban areas
as NOx emissions fall. The work evaluated the air quality and public health impacts in several energy
pathways using an energy system optimisation model (UK TIMES) used by UK government and a
chemical transport model for air quality(CMAQ).
41. One Welfare – a platform for improving human and animal welfare
R. Garcia Pinillos*1, M.C. Appleby2; X. Manteca3; F. Scott-Park4; C. Smith5; A. Velarde6
*Corresponding Author, 1Veterinary Surgeon, 2World Animal Protection, 3Autonomous University of
Barcelona, 4The Links Group, 5Farming Community Network, 6IRTA, Spain
The concept of ‘One Welfare’ recognises the interconnections between animal welfare, human
wellbeing, biodiversity and the environment. It provides a platform for fostering interdisciplinary
collaboration to improve human and animal welfare globally. One Welfare could help promote key global
objectives such as supporting food security, reducing human suffering (e.g. abuse of vulnerable people)
or increasing resilience and security for communities in developing countries, among others. It extends
the approach of (and partially overlaps) the One Health theme used for human and animal health.
A One Welfare approach promotes the direct and indirect links of animal welfare to human welfare and
environmentally friendly animal-keeping systems. This concept could provide a basis for promoting
farming and science industries, and also increasing resilience and security for rural communities in
many countries.
One Welfare encompasses a range of multidisciplinary areas where different professions and
disciplines can work together to achieve common goals and improve both human and animal wellbeing.
For example: the reduction in animal and human abuse; more efficient disciplinary approaches across
Government departments; improved life chances; improved animal and farmer welfare; improved
animal welfare and food safety; improved animal welfare and improved food security and resilience;
and positive impacts between improved conservation and human wellbeing.
Adopting the One Welfare concept within the scientific community would have the added benefit of
helping in identifying research outputs with added value and mutual benefit between animal welfare,
human wellbeing, biodiversity and/or the environment by introducing the key search term One Welfare.
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Areas of Research Interest
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

Defra Group Areas of Research Interest
This document sets out the collective high level areas of science, evidence and analysis interest for the
Defra group.
Defra is responsible for safeguarding our natural environment, supporting our world-leading food and
farming industry, and sustaining a thriving rural economy. Our broad remit means we play a major role
in people's day-to-day life, from the food we eat, and the air we breathe, to the water we drink.
These areas of research interest are in response to the recommendations from Sir Paul Nurse’s review
about government departments communicating clearly with the Research Councils about where their
long-term research challenges lie:
“There is a need across the full range of government departments for a more strategic approach in
relation to their departmental R&D programmes. This is partly a matter of securing the right levels of
resource, but includes maintaining ‘statements of need’, in terms of the most important research
questions confronting the departments. These will require work across the Government analytical
professions to develop.”
The research needs for Defra are extensive and this statement of research interest cannot be
comprehensive. Therefore, in developing this document, Defra has formulated a series of high-level
questions which express the evidence challenges the department faces. Defra has intentionally
described these as long-term, cross-cutting and large scale, so they are robust to changes over short
time scales. Underlying these high level questions are more detailed sets of issues defined within the
department’s evidence plans that directly address more immediate policy priorities.
An example of a more detailed question that responds to current ministerial priorities would be:
‘How can the Government’s commitment to plant 11 million trees by 2020 best be leveraged to produce
wider benefits for the environment, public health and the economy, especially air quality?’
Another example of a more detailed policy related question would be for each of the areas below, what
the specific evidence needs are in relation to EU Exit for policy development and delivery.

Defra group strategic and cross-cutting issues
How do we achieve growth, value and impact for customers and consumers through better and more
effective policy making?
What are the benefits of greater resource efficiency to enable sustainable growth across the economy
and Defra’s sectors specifically (e.g. food, farming, etc.) and how ‘circular’ can our economy be?
How do we better understand future risks and opportunities through expert horizon scanning?
How should Defra invest in the development and deployment of new and emerging technologies?
What are the social, economic and health benefits we gain from our environment (how are these
changing and how do they interact?)
How effective have policy interventions been in securing positive environmental outcomes across our
policy areas, alongside maintaining economic, social and health benefits?
How can we make more effective use of observations, data and processes to better understand risk,
uncertainties and complexities in decision making?
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Areas of Research Interest
Natural environment
How and why is our natural environment changing, and how do UK activities impact on the status of the
natural environment globally? What is the relative importance of different pressures and how do they
interact?
Which actions by individuals, communities, business and Government, including the use of new
technologies, would most effectively and efficiently improve the status of our natural environment and
secure economic, social and health benefits at home and overseas? What information, data and tools
are required to support effective actions?
Which interventions are most effective in the UK leading progress on tackling illegal wildlife trafficking?

Rural communities
How and why is our rural economy and rural society changing? To what extent are the drivers of change
specific to rural areas?
Which actions by individuals, communities, businesses and Government would most effectively and
efficiently improve prosperity and life opportunities for people in rural communities? What information,
data and tools are required for effective and efficient action?
What is the impact of the range of interventions for people in rural communities?

Floods
How can we design, build and manage assets sustainably to mitigate flooding and coastal erosion
taking into account lifetime changes and effects on the environment?
How can we improve our management of incidents by forecasting, modelling, preparing, warning and
responding, taking into account societal effects?

Food & farming
How can we identify and remove barriers to encourage investment in UK and global R&D and drive
innovation for agriculture, food and drink industries to increase productivity, competitiveness and
resilience, across the whole food system?
How can we identify the new and emerging technologies in which to invest, that will provide greatest
benefit to our agriculture, food and drink industries?
How can we ensure the uptake of innovation and its translation into use for commercial outcomes, for
UK food and farming businesses?
What are the key medium and long-term challenges and threats to our food supply? How can we
prepare to respond, to safeguard a viable food supply in the face of climate change and changing
demand?
How can we ensure that we (and others) make the most of data from statutory monitoring, statistics and
research, including farmers and other businesses across the food chain, to access innovation, decision
support tools and knowledge exchange, whilst removing inefficient regulation?
How can we define the priority markets for exports and boost international trade opportunities, making
British food a brand of choice at home and abroad?
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Areas of Research Interest
How can we support more effective labelling, ensure better detection and combat fraud to ensure
consumer confidence in food?

Environmental quality
What are the cost-effective, publically acceptable and practical ways to improve air quality in the short,
medium and long term?
How can noise be effectively managed and, where appropriate, mitigated?
How can industrial pollution be controlled and effectively and efficiently managed?
How can we manage existing, new and emerging chemical pollutants to reduce damage to the
environment and human health?
How can we minimise food waste and encourage urban recycling?
How will the climate change, what risks will this pose and which risk management actions are urgent
and cost effective?
How can we better understand the nature and extent (at local and national levels) of all forms of pollution
including chemical and air?
What are the cost-effective, publicly acceptable and practical ways to minimise agriculture’s carbon
emissions and its impacts on air and water quality?

Marine and fisheries
How do we better understand and manage the protection of the marine environment and how do longterm ocean processes, climate and human activities shape the condition of seas?
How can we achieve and maintain clean and safe seas free from harmful impacts of hazardous
substances, nutrients and organic matter, microbial contaminants and litter?
How do we promote technological solutions and practices which drive competitiveness, increase
productivity and improve environmental performance across the marine, fisheries, aquaculture and
seafood system?
How productive are our seas and what are the impacts of human activities and behavioural practices
on productivity, the marine environment and sustainable fisheries?
How can we develop fisheries management to ensure world leadership in sustainable fisheries,
environmental protection and a thriving sector?
How can we enhance local decision making through community participation and engagement?

Water
How can we integrate catchment management with all stakeholders, responding to pressures with
effective and economic measures to enhance ecosystem services and provide resilience?
How can we enhance productivity and resilience in water and wastewater services in the face of climate
and socio-economic change?
How can we promote efficiency, investment and competition in water markets and achieve fair,
affordable and cost-reflective water charges that incentivise environmentally responsible behaviour?
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Areas of Research Interest
Animal health and welfare and plant health
How can we (with industry and other stakeholders) better identify, assess risks and prevent new pests
and diseases arriving?
How can we use technology and data to better detect new pests, diseases and threats?
How can we better control and minimise the impact (economic, social, environmental) of disease
(eradicate, contain, manage, adapt)?
How can we build systems that are resilient (economic, social, environmental) to introductions of pests
and diseases?
What capability and capacity is needed to deliver to policy needs, and what responsibility does
Government need to retain in order to manage animal and plant health risks?
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Defra Evidence Plans

Defra Evidence Plans
In January 2015, the Defra Chief Scientific Adviser Ian Boyd commissioned Defra Evidence teams to
produce Evidence Plans (known then as ‘Network Evidence Action Plans’). The plans were intended
to be one of the key implementation methods for the Defra group Evidence Strategy. In particular, they
were intended to provide an overview of agreed Defra group evidence priorities for both internal budget
prioritisation and for external communication and influencing. Each evidence team produced a plan
addressing the following points:
-

Current policy, operational and strategic context
Summary of the key elements of the evidence base, and what improvements are required
What evidence is needed and with what priority?
What evidence needs are being addressed by external partners?

These high-level summaries are intended to sit alongside the Areas of Research Interest that evidence
teams across the Defra group developed last autumn. Areas of Research Interest set out the collective
high level evidence needs for the Defra group and are also part of an overall drive to improve
Government transparency around evidence and research. In the long term, improved transparency
should lead to better access to a wider evidence base at better value for money, with departments more
able to effectively share research needs and leverage the UK’s strong science base for better policymaking. It is anticipated that they will be published shortly on Gov.uk.
Each Evidence Plan comprises two parts: a self-standing high level strategic overview of evidence
needs setting out the key evidence questions across the Defra group, and a supporting document
containing more detailed information clearly linked to the above strategic overview. The supporting
document will include more detailed information on evidence needs across the Defra group and will
also aim to meet the additional needs of those working at a more specialist/operational level.
The high-level summaries that are presented here have recently been updated by evidence teams and
are particularly aimed at strategic partners such as Research Councils to facilitate partnership working,
including co-design, at the strategic level.
The open communication and sharing of these summaries is hoped to inspire thinking and promote
further collaboration between the Defra group and the wider science community. Through working in
partnership with active knowledge sharing, we can explore our research needs and advance our
scientific understanding in order to meet our shared long term goals.
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Ensuring current and future policy and delivery is informed by high
quality science and evidence; developing, embedding and
championing cross-cutting analytical skills; and deploying
technologies to meet the widest needs of the Defra group.

Defra group members involved:
EA, NE, Cefas, FC, Kew, RPA, APHA, MMO, JNCC,
VMD,
Other significant stakeholders:
NERC, BBSRC, ESRC, GO Science, BEIS, UKSA,
Natural Resources Wales and the Welsh Government

March 2017

Strategic and cross-cutting evidence plan

Strategic and cross-cutting
evidence (science, evidence and
analysis)

72

Achieve Growth,
Value, Impact

Understand future
risks and
opportunities

Use cutting edge
technologies for
improved delivery

Delivering Defra group priorities more
effectively

March 2017

Strategic and cross-cutting evidence plan

We need good quality evidence to help us
deliver three key outcomes:

1. How do we achieve growth, value and impact for customers
through more effective policy and delivery?
2. What are the benefits of greater resource efficiency to enable
sustainable growth across the economy and Defra’s sectors?
3. How do we better understand future risks and opportunities?
4. How should Defra invest in the development /deployment of new
and emerging technologies?
5. What are the social, economic and health benefits we gain from
our environment ?
6. How effective have policy interventions been in securing positive
environmental, economic, and social outcomes?
7. How can we make more effective use of observations, data and
processes to better understand risk, uncertainties and complexities
in decision making?
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Science and Evidence needs: the big
questions
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Science and Evidence needs: short term (1-2 years)
• Identify and measure the impacts of Defra policy and operations
• Ensure robust valuation of Defra group natural capital/ecosystem service impacts
• Develop a means of identifying and delivering evidence needs that strengthens synergies
between systems, the Defra group and external bodies, and guides future investment
• Understand the impact of Defra regulation; assist in the design and delivery of more effective
(alternatives to) regulation in light of EU Exit
• Develop indicator frameworks to quantify the Defra contribution to the UK economy
• Effectively engage with policy makers, delivery agents and independent experts to ensure we
have the evidence to inform, underpin and challenge policy, implementation and spend.
• Develop/deploy new technologies to improve delivery. These include: earth observations,
monitoring technologies and data science
Delivering expert horizon scanning and forward looking evidence:
• Encourage group systems and expert advisory groups to
deliver horizon scanning to improve preparedness and resilience;
• Develop and promote technologies to help identify
and manage future natural emergencies;
• Develop strategic/economic tools to guide future
planning and investment
• Seek to influence Defra-relevant evidence that can be
drawn from other sources

March 2017
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Achieving growth, value and impact through improved policy making and delivery:
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The medium to long term
strategic requirements fall
into three categories:

Method development: Development of better
methodologies for strategic evidence. For
example: Innovative and inclusive
evaluation methods; data-mining, trend
analysis and pattern recognition,
visualisation and quality control; horizon
scanning, futures and risk assessment;
integrated sustainability assessments;
deliberative/participatory techniques;
modelling and decision support.

Skills and partnerships development: Access to
skills/partnerships to support decision-making
capabilities to safeguard and manage natural
resources, promote sustainable growth in the food,
environment and rural sectors and manage risk.
Growing partnerships across UK and International
research community including:
Horizon scanning; evaluation; regulatory
analysis; data science; research synthesis and
translation.

Technological capability building: Develop,
enable and promote technological systems and
platforms such as data and network analytics;
earth observation and remote sensing;
geographical information systems;
visualisation; diagnostics; disease control;
modelling and simulation tools etc. Monitor
the development of new technologies to
understand the potential opportunities and risks
for the Defra group.
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Science & Evidence needs: med–long term (3-5 yrs)
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Protect and maximise the value of plants to society and
enhance productivity and growth in forestry and crop
sectors
Achieved by minimising the impacts of pests & diseases through delivering
with others a plant biosecurity system that meets international obligations,
enables businesses to grow by trading in healthy plant material, fosters a
resilient natural environment and enhances societal well-being.

Network members involved:
Other significant stakeholders:
DAs, BBSRC, ESRC, NERC, AHRC,
EU (Euphresco), AHDB & NGOs
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Plant Health Evidence Plan

Plant Health
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Evidence needs: the big questions
How can we (Government, industry & other stakeholders) better
identify and assess risks, and prevent new pests & diseases arriving?

What responsibilities
does Government need
to retain to manage plant
health risks

A. PREVENTION
Evidence
needs: the big questions

How can we better detect new threats?

B. DETECTION

What capability &
capacity is needed to
deliver these
Where are the gaps in
capability and capacity?

How can we build systems that are resilient (economic, social,
environmental) to pests?

How do we improve
and support
Engagement & Skills
across the public,
stakeholder and science
communities
to deliver policy
outcomes?
How can we maintain and
develop and appropriate
level of
Capability & Capacity
inside and outside the
Defra Network?

D. RESILIENCE

E. RESOURCES

(PRE-BORDER, AT BORDER, INLAND)

How can we better control and minimise the impact of pests &
diseases (eradicate, contain, manage, adapt)?

C. CONTROL
(INLAND)

WHAT’S BEST?
Where should we
invest our efforts to
achieve maximum
impact?

What can we learn
from evaluating
policies?

F. EVALUATION

(INLAND)
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(PRE-BORDER)

Plant Health Evidence Plan

Public
(including
PAH £25m)
expenditure
on plant
health

Effectiveness & Resilience:

assessing output produced
for each unit of input

evaluating how outputs
affect outcomes

R&D

Better & faster threat
detection

Laboratory
diagnostics

Slower/reduced
disease spread
Better biosecurity
awareness

Surveillance/
Inspections
Control/
Management
Risk Registers/PRAs
Critical skills &
expertise
Communication &
Engagement
Effective staff L&D to
improve productivity

Slide adapted from
PSEG draft final report

Technical Efficiency
‘Doing things right’

Secure borders
Innovative use of
technology
Sustained PH skills
& capability

Protect plant
health economic,
social and
environmental
values (± £12bn)

Thriving & resilient
industry sector
Healthy natural
landscape
Secure food supply

Allocative Efficiency
‘Doing the right things’

Allocative Efficiency:
assessing whether the right outputs are being produced

ensuring inputs are
purchased cost-effectively

Productivity:
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Economy:
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We are improving our efficiency through applying findings
from the Public Sector Efficiency Group and VfM analysis
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Evidence needs: statutory obligations

• Additional inspection/surveillance activities are carried out of other material

focussing on those trades posing the greatest risk.

Efficiency of inspections can be increased by applying technological & other
innovative solutions including:
• Developing and refining validated detection and identification methods to increase
cost effectiveness and ensure more rapid results.
• Make better use of intelligence on pests and pathways to ensure activity is targeted
to areas of greatest risk.
March 2017
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A range of import controls exists to verify that import requirements have been
met & to detect any pests present on imported consignments.
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Evidence needs: short term (1-2 years)
Priority pests, pathways and hosts

• Better understanding of the biology, spread potential, impacts (economic, social, environmental) &
diagnosis of priority pests & diseases

Prevention (improved preparedness)

• Developing & testing contingency plans for priority pests, including using integrated modelling
• Increased risk-based inspections at points of entry & inland including uncontrolled trades
• Increased knowledge of which pest are in the UK to verify absence to establish protected zones

Detection

• Improved methods for inspection & diagnosis of known and unknown risks

Control

• Development of cost-effective and affordable (including environmental & social acceptability) control
mechanisms
• Assess the impacts to society of new legislation and other policies

Facilitate Economic Growth

• Better understanding of the risks posed by pests (using the Risk Register, Pest Risk Analysis) and the
(biological, environmental, economic and social) drivers that influence these risks
• Engage with stakeholders to understand the risks, and share best practice

Evaluation

• Develop approaches (e.g. methods to determine what baseline if needed, approximate the
counterfactual, assess cost-effectiveness) to evaluate policies to determine if they are being
implemented as intended, what effects they are having & whether they are worth investing in
March 2017
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Prevention (inspection & surveillance)
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Evidence needs: med–long term (3-5 years)
Prevention
• Develop improved methods for horizon scanning & risk assessment (e.g. monitoring changes in trade patterns to
predict novel threats)
• Collect better information on pathways & trade networks to inform risk assessment, e.g. through establishing links
with stakeholders and experts in other countries where pests & diseases are already present.
• Develop a better understanding of the impacts of pests & diseases to justify intervention
• Develop a better understanding of public & stakeholder behaviour: what motivates & constrains individuals & groups
to achieve biosecurity outcomes
• Explore new opportunities for collection of evidence by third parties including citizen science

Detection
• Improved methods for inspection & diagnosis of known and unknown pests & diseases

Inspections/Surveillance
• Development of better risk based strategies: how can efficiency be improved by the use of modelling/ statistics; who
is best placed to deliver the evidence; and where is it best to apply the management options (pre-border, at border,
inland)?

Resilience
• Identify & exploit genetic diversity & resistance of host species, adopt alternative planting strategies, explore socioeconomic factors that will make sectors less vulnerable to outbreaks & how to encourage stakeholders to adopt
resilience measures

Facilitate Economic Growth
• Work with others (in the UK & abroad) to inform risk assessment, determine the need for phytosanitary measures & to
improve their application.

Skills, capability, capacity
• Review responsibilities that Government needs to retain to manage plant health risks
• Understanding of which skills, capability and capacity will be required to sustain and enhance the ability to prevent
and respond to new outbreaks in the UK and abroad, now & in the future
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Our strategic outcome: A cleaner
healthier environment, benefitting people
and the economy
Scope of draft plan: Research, monitoring, surveillance, data management and
evidence-based advice in support of the development and delivery of wildlife, land
use, international biodiversity and rural policy and to support the 25 Year
Environment Plan (excluding marine and fisheries).
Defra Group members delivering this plan: Defra, the Animal and Plant Health
Agency, Environment Agency, Forestry Commission, Joint Nature Conservation
Committee, Natural England and the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.
Other Group members and partners involved in developing this plan:
Welsh Government, CEFAS, Marine Management Organisation, the National Parks
Authorities, National Association of Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, Rural
Payments Agency
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Defra Group
Natural Environment and
Rural Evidence Plan: Draft
summary document
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The structure of our Evidence Plan

PART 2. A SET OF EVIDENCE PROGRAMMES
TO COORDINATE AND DELIVER EVIDENCE TO
SUPPORT OUR NEEDS

PART 3. IMPLEMENTATION PLANS FOR EACH EVIDENCE PROGRAMME SETTING OUT
OUR PRIORITIES FOR ENGAGEMENT, INVESTMENT AND IN-HOUSE ACTIVITY

IMPLEMENTATION THROUGH
INDIVIDUAL GROUP MEMBERS

DRAFT

DEFRA GROUP COORDINATION,
REPORTING AND REVIEW
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PART 1. STATEMENTS OF EVIDENCE NEED FOR
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT AND RURAL POLICY
AND DELIVERY

•

High level evidence •needs
What are the social, economic and health benefits we

How and why is our natural environment
changing?How do UK activities impact on the
status of the natural environment globally? What
is the relative importance of different pressures
and how do they interact?

gain from our natural environment, how are these
changing and how do they interact?
Policy cycle

How and why is our rural
economy and rural society
changing? To what extent are
the drivers of change specific to
rural areas?

3. An informed response
to the management of the
natural environment and
rural communities
•

4. Monitoring and
evaluation to ensure our
policy and delivery
responses are effective
and efficient.
•

•

How effective have our interventions been in
securing environmental outcomes and
maintaining economic, social and health
benefits?
What is the impact of the range of interventions
for people in rural communities?

Which actions by individuals,
communities, business and
Government would most
effectively and efficiently
improve the status of our
natural environment and secure
economic, social and health
benefits at home and overseas?

•

Which actions would most effectively and efficiently
improve prosperity and life opportunities for people in
rural communities?

•

What information, data and tools are required for
effective and efficient action?
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•

2. A clearer understanding of benefits from
the environment

Priority for partnerships and strategic
engagement

1. Robust assessments of status and
trends

84

Our high level evidence outcomes

Priority for Defra Group -led activity

DRAFT
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•
•
Robust
assessments of
status and
•
trends in the
natural
environment
•

Nationwide measurement, mapping and assessment of natural capital
change
Information on status and trends in key components of biodiversity
(species, habitats and ecosystems), domestically and overseas
Clear and comparable information on the pressures and drivers in the
natural environment, domestically and overseas, and the time-scales over
which they operate
Modelling and predictive capability to allow adaptation planning and
support decision making that optimises economic and social benefits from
the natural environment

An
understanding
of the benefits

•

Quantification of the linkages between natural capital and our economic
prosperity, health and wellbeing.

•

Data, information and tools, openly available, to inform decision making
and behavioural change
Effective management and adaptation options to address pressures and
secure a wide range of environment benefits

An informed
response

DRAFT

•
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Some of our strategic evidence needs:
priorities for engagement and partnership
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Informed
response

•
•
•
•

Monitoring
and
evaluation

DRAFT

•
•
•
•
•

Assessment of the sufficiency of our protected site network
Risk assessment, pathway analysis and horizon scanning for invasive species
Evidence to supporting the statutory functions of Defra Group bodies e.g.
licencing, consent, advice
Scientific support for the implementation of the Conventions on International
Trade in Endangered Species and on Biological Diversity
Status reporting for wild birds and for protected species and habitats
Surveillance of the establishment and spread of invasive species
Ensuring standards of animal welfare for wildlife management
Monitoring and evaluation of incentive schemes for land management and
rural development
Reporting progress against the Strategic Plan of the Convention on Biological
Diversity and other international commitments
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Our evidence needs: statutory and
international commitments
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Our evidence needs for specific areas of policy and
DRAFT
delivery activity, including EU Exit
•
•
•
•
•

Clear information on how people value and use the natural environment
Natural capital decision support and accounting tools
A synthesis of the status and value of natural capital (in particular to support Pioneers)
Modelled outcomes for the environment to support decision making
An evaluation framework for assessing progress with the Plan’s outcomes
Domestic Wildlife and Land Use

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Informed design and delivery of environmental outcomes for agriculture and forestry
Effective and flexible delivery of improved status for protected sites and species
Informed implementation of the GB non-native species strategy
Evidence to support delivery and evaluation of the Biodiversity 2020 and National Pollinator strategies, as
well as future plans and strategies fro biodiversity and ecosystem services
Informed action on Wildlife Crime and effective, humane response to wildlife conflicts
Effective land management responses to adapt to and mitigate climate change
Effective and efficient incentives for woodland creation and environmental land management
Monitoring and evaluation of outcomes for Protected Landscapes and access
assessing changes in soil quality and the economic and social impacts of that change, esp in peat soils
Rural

•
•

Understanding trends in the rural economy
Monitoring and evaluation of the Rural Development Programme for England - environmental and economic
impacts
International Biodiversity

•
•

Evidence-backed positions to steer the direction, and support effective implementation and evaluation, of
international biodiversity agreements
Evidence, tools and capability to help the UK Overseas Territories manage their natural environment
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Supporting the 25 Year Environment Plan
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We will re-organise into a set of 12 multi-disciplinary evidence programmes to coordinate
and prioritise activities across the Defra Group to meet our strategic, statutory and applied
evidence needs. Investment will be on focused areas where the Defra Group is best paced
to act and there will be increasing emphasis on influencing, partnerships and collaboration
with organisations that have shared priorities.
Programmes to support new ways of
working (led by Environment Analysis
Programmes to support
Unit)
implementation and transformation of
• Cross-cutting analysis
established policy and delivery
• Natural capital evaluation
• Integrated land management
• Data and tools enabling better decision
• Soils and peatland
making and local delivery
• Access, recreation and public
enjoyment
Coordinated engagement to ensure
• Biodiversity research and analysis
effective influencing and
• Invasive species and wildlife
partnerships externally
management
• Biodiversity monitoring
• Agri-environment monitoring
Coordination with existing published Defra
• Rural policy and delivery
Group Evidence Strategies
• International biodiversity
Forestry Science
RBG Kew
Strategy
Science Strategy

DRAFT
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Our programme structure (Part 2)
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Our implementation plans (Part 3)
These are extracts from our implementation plans. There will be a plan for each of the
programmes listed on slide 7 which will be used to prioritise and coordinate evidence activity
across the Defra Group
Lead organisation: Defra.
Others involved: All Defra Group
Objectives: To influence and mainstream natural capital and ecosystems
approaches, by i. developing data and tools for better decision making and to
support local delivery; ii. understanding how to connect people with nature; and
iii. Identifying effective mechanisms for incentivising and financing
environmental improvements
Biodiversity
monitoring

Lead organisation: Natural England
Others involved: Defra, Forestry Commission, Environment Agency, JNCC,
APHA
Objectives: To secure data on species, habitats and ecosystems to support
local delivery, national reporting and research outputs, both to protect protected
or threatened sites, species and habitats, and to understand how they deliver
wider economic, social and health benefits.

DRAFT
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Enabling
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Our programme plans (Part 3)

Protected
Landscapes,
Access and
Recreation

Lead organisation: Defra
Others involved: Natural England, Forestry Commission, National Park
Authorities, National Association of Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty
Objectives: Monitor outcomes and evaluate effectiveness of policy and
funding of protected landscapes, coastal access and waterways. Monitor
engagement with the natural environment, including recreational benefits, as
part of assessing progress against the 25 Year Environment Plan.

Agrienvironment
monitoring

Lead organisation: Natural England
Others involved: Defra, Forestry Commission, Environment Agency
Objectives: To identify monitoring and evaluation requirements for all
Environmental Land Management Schemes; this includes existing multi-annual
Countryside Stewardship, Environmental Stewardship and English Woodland
Grant Scheme

DRAFT

A more detailed plan is under development, and we intend to discuss this with partners
from May 2017. Contact for further information:
EnvironmentAnalysis@defra.gsi.gov.uk
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These are extracts from our implementation plans. There will be a plan for each of the
programmes listed on slide 7 which will be used to prioritise and coordinate evidence activity
across the Defra Group
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Defra Objective 4: Protection. Aim 4.1: UK better protected against
flooding and coastal erosion
To be achieved by ensuring a clear understanding of the risks of flooding and coastal
erosion; that communities and businesses are better informed to enable them to manage
risk; to manage risk taking account of the needs of communities and the environment;
ensure that the emergency response to incidents are effective; to help communities to
recover more quickly and effectively after incidents.

Group members involved in the Joint Programme:
Defra, Environment Agency, Welsh Government, Natural Resources
Wales, Forestry Commission, Natural England
Other significant stakeholders:
NERC, EPSRC, ESRC, EU
March 2017
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Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk
Management Evidence Plan

LWEC Floods Research Strategy
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Evidence needs: the big questions
Joint Programme theme

 Uncertainty, complexity & decision making
 Data and observations
 Sources and processes

Managing Probability
 FCERM asset system assessment and design
 FCERM whole life asset management
 Environmental management and sustainability

Managing Consequence





Risk awareness and preparedness
Forecasting
Warning and response
Social effects

Policy, Strategy and
Investment

Asset
Management

Incident
Management and
Modelling
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Understanding Risk
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Evidence needs: statutory obligations
 The Pitt Review: Lessons learned from the 2007 floods: made 92
recommendations covering diverse aspects such as prediction and warning
of flooding, prevention, emergency management, resilience and recovery,
together with a need to work more with natural processes.
 The Flood and Water Management Act 2010 (FWMA) implemented many of
the recommendations made in the Pitt Review including setting a clear
leadership role for Local Authorities

 National Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management (FCERM) Strategies are
mandated in England and Wales under the FWMA
March 2017
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A number of reviews, strategies and legislation shape the flood and
coastal erosion risk management context
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P
S
I

Support the development and implementation of flood & coastal erosion
risk management strategy and policy
Key areas: Implications of the latest climate change science, Community
engagement and governance, SuDS and Property Level Protection, Evaluation
of partnership funding, Flood insurance monitoring, Resilient repair

A
M

Deliver and strengthen the evidence needed to improve asset
management practice and reduce flood and erosion risk
Key areas: Risks from defence structure transitions, Real-time mechanical,
electrical and control (MEICA) performance, Morphological response of
channels to future flood flows, wave overtopping, culvert and screen operation

I
M
M

Support communities and partners prepare, respond & recover from
flooding and erosion; thereby helping save lives and livelihoods
Key areas: Use of coastal flood models, Future estuarine risks, National
Flood Resilience Review follow-on,
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Evidence needs: short term (1-2 years)
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Policy, Strategy,
Investment

Asset Management

Incident Management
and Modelling

 Improve the management of flood
risk from surface water and
groundwater
 Improve our understanding of the
economics of flood and coastal
erosion risk management.
 Improve understanding of long term
risk and investment need
 Improve the evidence base to enable
households to be more financially
resilient
 Improve the understanding of the
wider social context for flooding and
coastal erosion and the impact on
flood risk management and recovery
 Improve the effectiveness of
strategic planning in the delivery of
FCERM solutions
 Improve the delivery of natural flood
management solutions

 Improve the resilience and
adaptability of FCERM assets to
future change
 Move toward risk-based techniques
and tools for the design,
construction and management of
assets
 Advance understanding of FCERM
asset performance under load and
through time
 Enhance the efficiency of asset
management by identifying novel
approaches to reducing whole life
costs and maximise benefits
 Contribute to sustainable
communities and businesses (both
urban and rural)
 Identify and embed research outputs
by working with RMAs other
partners and communities

• Provide more accurate and user
focussed national and long term
assessments of overall flood risk
• Enable more proportionate and
accurate 'impact-based' and
probabilistic forecasts and warnings
• Work towards more integrated and
seamless flood forecasting and
modelling capabilities spanning from
‘end-to-end’
• Exploit emerging opportunities from
'big data', technology and innovation
• Improve the communication and use
of science in incident management
and our understanding of how
people behave and respond
• Deliver our research in a way that
useable by different user groups
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Evidence needs: med–long term (3-5 years)
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Marine and Fisheries is about ensuring our seas are cleaner,
healthier, safer, more productive and biologically diverse,
alongside sustainable economic growth in the marine sector
and a sustainable fisheries sector. Integrating policy,
evidence and operational delivery to provide the best
services to our customers in the most efficient way.
Production of this Evidence Plan is by: Defra Marine and Fisheries Directorate,
Environment Agency, Welsh Government, Joint Nature Conservation Committee, Natural
England, Marine Management Organisation, Centre for Environment, Fisheries and
Aquaculture Science

Those consulted in development of the Evidence Plan: Devolved Administrations, Natural Environment
Research Council, Inshore Fisheries Conservation Authorities.
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Marine and Fisheries
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The big evidence questions

Healthy & Biologically Diverse Seas
How can we ensure the sustainable use of the seas
overall?

Productive Seas
How do we achieve long-term healthy self-sustaining
populations fish stocks and sustainable fisheries?

Clean & Safe Seas
How can we achieve and maintain clean and safe seas
free from harmful impacts of hazardous substances,
nutrients and organic matter, microbial contaminants
and litter?

Ocean Processes
How do long term ocean processes, climate and human
activities shape the condition of seas?
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Our evidence requirements have been brigaded under four themes linked to the UK Government’s
vision (as set out in the 2011 UK Marine Policy Statement) for the marine environment which is to
achieve clean, safe, productive, healthy and biologically diverse oceans and seas
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Healthy & Biologically Diverse
Seas
Our aim

Key Questions

Biodiversity is
protected,
conserved
and, where
appropriate,
recovered,
and loss has
been halted.

• What do we learn from monitoring/assessing/managing
Marine Protected Areas and how can we do it affectively in
the future?
• How can we improve marine ecosystem models
• What is the distribution, state and trend in marine habitats
and species?
• How can we continue with the conservation and
management of vulnerable marine species?
• What wellbeing benefits are derived for society from
access to healthy and biologically diverse seas?
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To understand the marine ecosystem, its components
and the ecosystem processes it provides
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Productive Seas

Our aim

Key Questions

Productive seas
involve using
the marine
environment
and its
resources to
maximise
sustainable
activity,
prosperity and
opportunities
for all, now and
in the future.

• How can we integrate economic development, social needs
and ecosystem management to formulate practical tools to
inform decisions on marine planning?
• How can we collate baseline information on the roles and
value (natural capital) of the marine environment to the
economy and society?
• What are the societal and cultural benefits of productive
seas and how can these be interpreted for policy?
• How can we understand the impacts of improving
efficiency of domestic fisheries management?
• How can we develop and refine methods to set
conservation limits and manage targets for fish stocks?
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To understand the productivity of our
seas and the impact of human and
other activities on productivity.
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Clean Safe Seas

Our aim
Clean and safe
seas enable
people to feel
secure and
confident in
using the
coasts, oceans
and seas.

Key Questions

• What is the best approach to assessing/mitigating risks
from pollution and marine hazards?
• What is the best assessment of eutrophication and
hazardous substances?
• What are the cumulative impacts of marine activities?
• How do we ensure a coordinated response to marine
emergencies that is fully informed by evidence?
• What evidence will support an assessment on state of UK
Marine Waters in 2018?
• What is the public perception of risks and impacts
associated with marine pollution and hazards?
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Understanding the risk and impacts of
pollution and marine hazards
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Ocean Processes

Our aim
Understanding
how ocean
processes
operate sets the
context and
limits of control
over
achievement of
our marine vision
of clean, healthy,
safe, productive
and biologically
diverse oceans
and seas.

Key Questions / Priorities
• Evaluating shifting oceanographic conditions so that we can
distinguish between anthropogenic & natural change.
• Improved projections of the impacts of environmental change
and implementing effective adaption measures.
• Impact of increased wave height, storminess and sea level rise on
infrastructure (links to flooding & coastal management).
• Direct and indirect impacts of multiple stressors such as ocean
acidification, de-oxygenation, temperature rise on marine
organisms and food webs.
• Risk of using oceans to mitigate climate change & enhance
sequestering of carbon through geoengineering.
• Assessing the characteristics and ocean processes responsible for
the condition of UK seas.
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Understand the influence of ocean
processes, climate change and human
pressures
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Our evidence base must be high quality and credible so that
Government Departments, international organisations, our
stakeholders and the public can have confidence in the evidence
and the decisions that stem from it.
We want to work more closely with industry , academic
institutes, research councils and NGOs, forging wider
partnerships to :
• Benefit from sharing cost, learning and implementing
innovative technologies
• Develop innovative data and tools to overcome gaps in our
environmental information and recognise the role of the
marine environment in our lives
• Expand our global ocean observing capacity using the full
range of existing and emerging technologies and capabilities
• Implement use of new and innovative technology, such as
autonomous marine vehicles and earth observation to
improve our understanding of marine ecosystems and the
benefits they provide

Copernicus Sentinel-1 image of the
Solent acquired on 4th March 2015
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Innovation and working
with others

NOTES

NOTES

NOTES

Science for Defra: Excellence in the application of evidence - Evaluation Form
Thank you for attending the Science for Defra conference. We are keen to get your feedback on this first joint
Defra/Royal Society event; the broad aims of which are to expose academics and stakeholders to the wide range of
science Defra is interested in, and to look to establish more fruitful long term partnerships with those working inside
and outside government. A box for completed surveys is available on the registration desk or please hand your
completed form in to one of the conference organisers.

Section 1: Conference agenda
The agenda aimed to cover a substantial range of Defra science, to showcase specific Defra science, to allow for Royal Society
fellows and independent experts to give presentations on their research, and to allow time for workshops on key issues facing the
department, networking and interaction between Defra staff, academics and other stakeholders.
How would you rate the 2017 conference agenda?
Excellent
Good
Average
Poor
Very poor

Please provide comments on the conference agenda, such as the balance of sessions, background of speakers,
appropriateness of keynote speakers, for example.

How would you rate workshops you attended (food and farming and/or natural environment)? The aim of the workshops was
to explore in more detail some of the opportunities and threats facing the food & farming and natural environment sectors.
Workshop
Excellent
Good
Average
Poor
Very poor
I didn’t attend
Food & Farming
Natural Environment

Please provide comments on what could be improved for the workshops you attended:
Food and Farming:

Natural Environment:

How would you rate the Defra science showcase sessions? The aims of the showcase sessions were to highlight the diverse
range of Defra science undertaken across the group.
Excellent
Good
Average
Poor
Very poor
I didn’t attend

Please provide comments on what could be improved for the showcase sessions you attended:

How would you rate the panel discussions? The aims of the panel discussions were to allow deeper exploration of the issues at
stake, and to draw out some of the areas in which Defra could draw on research/thinking already being done.
Excellent
Good
Average
Poor
Very poor
I didn’t attend

Please provide comments on what could be improved for the panel discussions you attended:

Section 2: Conference organisation
The conference was organised by the RS and by Defra jointly. Please rate the organisation of the conference.
Very
What could be improved?
Excellent
Average
Good
Poor
poor
Registration
procedure
Conference
materials/
delegate packs
Organisation on
the day
Other (please
specify)

Please provide any other comments or suggestions on what could be improved

Section 3: Conference impact
One of the key aims of the Science for Defra conference is to provide opportunities to create new collaborations
between academia and Defra and strengthen the links between science and policy. Capturing feedback on the
impact and value of the conference will enable Defra and RS to improve the effectiveness of future events.
What was your primary reason for attending the conference? Please provide comments on what you hoped to get out of the
conference, such as, new collaborations, information on policy/practice/research, a chance to share your research outputs, or
a contribution towards a particular aspect of your learning and development.

Has the conference changed your thinking in any way?
Yes
No
If yes, in what ways and to what extent?

Have you developed new contacts, networks or collaborations as a result of attending the conference?
Yes
No
If yes, what ongoing effect might these have for your work? How can Defra and RS help you build on these collaborations?

Would you be willing for us to contact you after the event to follow up on some of the responses you have provided here?
Yes
No
Name and
institution
Area of expertise
Email

Thank you for completing this evaluation form.

